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EDITOR’S LETTER

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Your nest egg could
become a valuable source of
income Profits.
Fig. 2:
A more
valuable
nest egg
Fig. 1:
An ordinary
nest egg

F

OR YEARS, cracking open
your retirement nest egg and
converting it into an annuity
was your only option. But following
the changes in the law last year,
you can now fashion your nest egg
into a valuable source of income
Profits. Of course few know more
about these gems than the Artemis
hunters. We have expertise in income
both at home and abroad. From

0800 092 2051

both bonds and equities. And in
each case, our hunters have a
glittering reputation. The decision
to access your pension savings is an
extremely important one. Before you
do so, Artemis strongly advises you
to seek advice from a financial
adviser to help you to understand
your options. Please remember that
past performance should not be seen
as a guide to future performance.

The value of an investment and any
income from it can fall as well as rise
as a result of market and currency
fluctuations and you may not get
back the amount originally invested.

investorsupport @ artemisfunds.com

artemis.co.uk

You can obtain independent guidance from Pension Wise (pensionwise.gov.uk), a government service aimed at helping you understand your options.
Issued by Artemis Fund Managers Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (fca.org.uk), 25 The North Colonnade,
Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS. For your protection calls are usually recorded.

o the age of Trump has begun. “It
was the best of times, it was the
worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it
was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch
of incredulity, it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the winter of
despair, we had everything before us,
we had nothing before us, we were all
going direct to heaven, we were
all going direct the other way - in
short, the period was so far like
the present period, that some of
its noisiest authorities insisted
on its being received, for good or
for evil, in the superlative degree
of comparison only,” Charles
Dickens. The opening sentence of
“A Tale of Two Cities”, set at the
advent of the French Revolution
in 1789, encapsulates a society
on the edge of tumultuous
change, although I must admit I
cannot quite grasp the meaning
of the last part of his counter
intuitively long sentence (If
you fancy the challenge drop
me an email by 19th December
with your interpretation and
the best or most amusing
explanation will win a dinner
for two at Boisdale of Mayfair
and may possibly be published,
but probably not). The French
Revolution was undoubtedly one of the
most significant events in the history
of Western civilisation. Could the
sentiment of Dickens’ portrayal of late
eighteenth century France be a pertinent
description of society today? Certainly
quasi-revolutionary zeal is fermenting
noxiously in contemporary France as
well as in many other parts of Europe
and I for one, had not appreciated that
the socio-political division in America
was quite so violently polarised. Are
we on the edge of a new epoch? Well
for what it’s worth I don’t think so, but
there is definitely a change in the air. It

is somewhat paradoxical that in the 21st
century ideological orthodoxy seems to be
the greatest enemy of civilization, having
been the principal cause of its creation.
Perhaps what we need is pragmatic nonemotive fair-minded decision making.
Could Trump be that man? In this issue
Bruce Anderson elucidates with clarity
on the Trump phenomenon.
The big news this side of the pond is

Ranald and Elisabeth Rutt, the General Manager
of Boisdale of Mayfair minutes before the opening
night on Friday 18th November 2016. Paint just
about dry!

that the good people of Mayfair are in for
a real treat. Boisdale of Mayfair is now
open! All I can say is that I think it is one
of the most beautiful restaurants in the
world, but what else would you expect
me to say? It is the Fabergé egg of the
Boisdale collection. For casual dining our
innovative British Tapas menu with the
monumental cheese selection, Crustacea
display and charcuterie counter is
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perfect for a relaxing comfortable meal
or even a lovely indoor picnic! Whilst
the restaurant boasts all the Boisdale
classics, the very best Aberdeenshire dry
aged beef, stunning Hebridean shellfish,
superb Highland game and wonderful
fish from the South coast, what we are
particularly proud of is our undeniably
magnificent and extraordinarily elegant,
impossible not to caress, green velvet
armchairs! They have to be sat
in to be believed. Anything else
positive about the restaurant
is simply a bonus!! But before
you do so please visit the Old
Fashioned Bar downstairs and
order one of our many intriguingly
delicious and inspired takes
on the classic old fashioned
cocktail. Your ice will be hewn
from a single block on the bar
and the resulting concoction is
guaranteed both to make you
better looking as well as increase
your IQ, although I do have to
warn you that these effects are
sadly temporary and can only be
sustained by constantly repeating
the dosage! Most importantly
you should also be aware that we
have live piano jazz and blues
every night and if you visit from
Monday to Wednesday you can
hear my son Angus tinkling the
ivories! Finally to entice you we
are offering an introductory 50% off
food voucher at Boisdale of Mayfair.
There is however limited availability so
if you are interested please email your
request at your earliest convenience to
info@boisdale-mayfair.co.uk.
In the meantime may I wish you all
a very merry Christmas full of Boisdale
cheer!

Ranald Macdonald
Editor-in-Chief Boisdale Life Magazine
Founder Boisdale Restaurants & Bars

Contributing Editors
Bruce Anderson
William Sitwell
Jonathan Wingate
Subscribe to Boisdale Life
Telephone: 0207 259 1261

BPA Audited circulation
of 161,152
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Any facts stated or opinions expressed
anywhere in the magazine are the
responsibility of the individual
writers and contributors. All material
omitted intentionally is the sole
responsibility of the individual
contributors. Boisdale Life and
the Editor are not responsible for
any injury or loss relative to such
material. All material is compiled by
sources believed to be reliable, but
published without responsibility for
errors or omissions.
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DIARY

THE BOISDALE MUSIC AWARDS PRESENTED BY JOOLS HOLLAND
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SMALL LUXURY HOTELS OF THE WORLD
On 29th September at Boisdale Canary Wharf, music legend Jools Holland hosted the inaugural Boisdale Music Awards – celebrating some of the
greatest entertainers in Jazz, Blues and Soul. Attendees on the night included spellbinding vocalist Lisa Stansfield, newcomer Ferne McCann, jazz star
and BBC presenter Clare Teal, multiple BRIT Award winning singer / songwriter Eddi Reader and 'Rockney' wideboys Chas 'n' Dave. Guests enjoyed
Taittinger champagne and a great night of impromptu music making from all the winners.

Editor-at-Large, Paddy Renouf and winner of “Legendary British Songwriter”
Mike D’Abo, with Boisdale Life MD, Harry Owen

Boogie-Woogie pianist LaDyva, host of The Boisdale Music Awards 2016 Jools
Holland and the iconic Rocco Buonvino, arriving at Boisdale Canary Wharf

The Boisdale “Great Scot Music Award” went to multiple BRIT Award winning
singer / songwriter Eddie Reader

The glamorous and versatile Ferne McCann opened the show to a standing
ovation, singing Solomon Burke’s 1964 smash hit “Cry To Me”

Lead singer of the 60s group Manfred Mann, Mike
D’Abo with Ranald Macdonald and Jools Holland

Best Boogie-Woogie Pianist was awarded to
Ben Waters

Eric Ranzoni ‘Rocking Roman’ was awarded
winner of the Best Blues instrumentalist

The award for “Outstanding Contribution to British Music ”went to Lisa Stansfield
Errol Linton scooped The Best Blues Singer Award

Filip Boyen, CEO and Chairman of Small Luxury Hotels of the World on
presenting duties at the Boisdale Music Awards

The winner of “Best Soul Singer” category was Reuben James Richards
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Closing the show and winners of the “Lifetime Achievement Award” were the
legendary Chas & Dave

Jools Holland with Clare Teal who won the award for Best Jazz Singer and
Enrico Tommaso who won the award for Best Jazz Instrumentalist
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THE BALVENIE SHOOTING CUP 2016 IN
ASSOCIATION WITH ASPALL CYDER AND LEICA
On 6 September, the greats of the UK restaurant scene gathered to compete in the second, Balvenie Game Restaurant Shooting Cup, hosted at the
West London Shooting School. Mike Robinson, of the Harwood Arms, who lost out by one point last year, was crowned champion in the competition.
Old school titans from Wilton’s and St John, fought it out with fresh competition coming from critically acclaimed Greg Marchand of Frenchie, Dan
Doherty of Duck and Waffle and Neil Rankin of Temper. Peter Fiori, Head Chef at Coutts won a pair of Leica Trinovid binoculars for his efforts on
the Leica rifle range. Following the shoot, the chefs were treated to Downland Deer venison sausages and Aspall’s Cuvée Chevallier Cider before a lavish
4-course game lunch produced by Boisdale of Belgravia and Head Chef, Chris Zachwieja.

The Shooting Party: (L-R) Lee Maycock (Craft Guild of Chefs), Tony Singh (TV Chef), Daniel Kent (Wiltons), Colin Richmond-Watson (West London Shooting
School), James Knappett (Kitchen Table), Sam Simmons (William Grant), Neil Rankin (Temper), James Holah (Selfridges), Anthony Demetre (Wild Honey), Andre
Lima De Luca (Meatopia), Stephen Busby (Boisdale of Belgravia), Trevor Gulliver (St John), Harry Owen (Boisdale), Peter Fiori (Coutts), Dan Doherty (Duck and
Waffle), Nick Gibson (Drapers Arms), Armand Sablon (Hotel Café Royal), Bertie Chamberlain (William Grant), David Grant (William Grant), Greg Marchand
(Frenchie), Pascal Aussignac (Club Gascon), Todd Fleetwood (Aspall Cyder), Antonio ‘Lello’ Favuzzi (L’Anima), Sambrooke Spurrier (William Grant), Mike
Robinson (Harwood Arms), Will Hetherington (Shooting Gazette) and Nick Weston (Hunter Gather Cook). All Photography: © www.jamesbryantstudio.com

The overall winner of the day, Mike Robinson, owner of the Harwood Arms in
Fulham and the Pot Kiln in Berkshire was presented a handmade Quaich by
David Grant, of William Grant and Sons

Dan Doherty of the Duck & Waffle brings his own unique style to cooking
and shooting!

Tony Singh wins a fallow deer skin, kindly donated by Mike Robinson, for his
joint third place

Dan from Duck & Waffle took a cracking photo of the starter @DanDoherty_
Langoustine, oysters, clams and mussels served with bread from St John

A surprise to everyone, including Neil Rankin from Temper, who couldn’t
believe he came second!

Comparing scores from the Leica range, Antonio Favuzzi from L’Anima and
Andrea Lima de Luca of Meatopia

SHOOTING CUP PARTNERS 2016

Stephen Busby, General Manager Boisdale of Belgravia, David Grant of William
Grant, Peter Fiori from Coutts, Lee Maycock from the Craft Guild of Chefs and
Will Hetherington, Editor of The Shooting Gazette
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Trevor Gulliver from St John shooting like a pro…!
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PEOPLE

FRANK SINATRA
“WHEN I SING, I’M HONEST”
As John Lennon famously said; “Before Elvis, there was nothing.” Of course, given that he was talking strictly
in terms of rock and roll, he was quite right. But when it comes down to effortless cool, style and swagger,
nobody preceded Ol’ Blue Eyes. A century since Frank Sinatra’s birth, we’ve all still got him under our skin.
WORDS BY JONATHAN WINGATE

TONDA CHRONOR
ANNIVERSAIRE

Rose gold case
Rose gold openworked movement
Integrated split second chronograph
Big date at 12 h
Hermès alligator strap
Made in Switzerland
parmigiani.ch

ATELIER PARMIGIANI
97 MOUNT STREET, MAYFAIR, LONDON W1K 2TD, TEL. 020 7495 5172
LONDON SELFRIDGES, THE WONDER ROOM | WATCHES OF SWITZERLAND | FROST OF LONDON
HARROGATE & YORK ODGEN | SCOTLAND AND NEWCASTLE ROX DIAMONDS AND THRILLS

Born December 12th 1915, Francis Albert ‘Frank’ Sinatra was one of the most popular and influential
musical artists of the 20th century

ack in the early 1940s, when he
really hit the big time with his
first solo records, teenage music
didn’t exist. Sinatra was The Big
Bang Of Pop. He changed everything
when he became the first modern
superstar, provoking the kind of mass
pandemonium that greeted Presley a
decade later. While you could easily
be forgiven for assuming that Sinatra,

like Presley, burst into the spotlight
and became an overnight sensation,
he had spent years learning his craft
singing for bandleaders, Harry James
and Tommy Dorsey.
An only child, Francis Albert
Sinatra was born to an immigrant
Italian family in Hoboken, New Jersey,
on 12th December 1915. His Sicilian
father, Anthony Martin Sinatra, was a

fireman whose mild manner belied his
background as a prizefighter, while his
domineering, go-getting mother, Dolly,
from Genoa, worked as a midwife and
Democratic Party activist.
He managed to last only 47 days at
A. J. Demarest High School before being
expelled for ‘general rowdiness.’ As a
teenager, the only thing Frank Sinatra
was interested in was music. Ignoring
his father’s advice that “singing is for
sissies,” he decided to turn professional
when he was 18 after he saw Bing
Crosby in concert.
He was working as a singing waiter
at a New Jersey nightclub called The
Rustic Cabin when he was spotted
by trumpeter, Harry James, who had
recently left Benny Goodman to form his
own band. James offered Sinatra a oneyear contract worth $75 a week, which
was three times what he was making
at The Rustic Cabin. There was only
one condition. James felt that Sinatra
sounded too Italian, so he insisted that
he change his name to Frankie Satin,
which sounded reassuringly American.
Singer Connie Haines was with
them that night, and 50 years later, she
could still picture Sinatra’s eyes going
cold: “Frank told Harry – ‘You want
the singer, take the name.’ And then
he walked away.” He may have been
desperate for a break, but his position
was crystal clear: You don’t mess with
Frank Sinatra.
“Is that a name or is that a name?”
Sinatra asked journalist, Pete Hamill.
“Ladies and gentlemen – the one and
only Frankie Satin. If I’d done that,
I’d be working cruise ships today.
Besides, one fake name in the family
was enough,” he added, referring to his
father, who boxed under the moniker,
Marty O’Brien, because Italians were
not welcome in the fight game.
He soon came to the attention of
Tommy Dorsey, who needed to find a
new singer for his band. Unlike James,
Dorsey was a household name, so he was
not only able to double his wages, but
crucially for Sinatra, he could provide
the nationwide exposure he needed
before he could become a solo star.
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Quincy Jones and Frank Sinatra in the studio together

On 26th January 1940, Sinatra
made his first public appearance with
Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra at the
Coronado Theatre in Rockford, Illinois:
“You could almost feel the excitement
coming up out of the crowds when the
kid stood up to sing,” Dorsey recalled.
“He was no matinee idol, yet what he
did to women was something awful. I
used to stand there so amazed I’d almost
forget to take my own solos.”
Although Sinatra was only 10 years
younger than Dorsey, he saw him as
a father figure, copying the way he
dressed and studying his trombone
playing so that he could develop a more
free-flowing singing style. At Dorsey’s
insistence, he started running and
swimming underwater to increase his
lung capacity. He copied the way Dorsey
used a small air-hole at the corner of his
mouth to sneak breaths between solos,
enabling him to hold notes for longer
than most singers. Tommy Dorsey’s
influence on Sinatra’s sound may not
have been as obvious as either Bing
Crosby’s or Billie Holiday’s, but it was
just as important.
In July 1940, I’ll Never Smile Again
reached Number One on the Billboard
Charts, where it stayed for 12 weeks.

When the US entered World War II,
Sinatra’s tender romanticism served as
the emotional link between servicemen
and the women they had left behind.
Over the next two years, Sinatra had
17 Top 10 hits with Dorsey before he
asked to be released from his contract
to embark on a solo career.
When he strolled into RCA’s Los
Angeles studios on the afternoon of

popular. It was slouched down over his
head at just the right angle. As the last
note ended, we all knew it was a hit.
The musicians cheered. Then I heard
him say - ‘Hey, Bing, old man. Move
over. Here I come.’”
Sinatra made his last appearance
with Dorsey on September 3rd at the
Circle Theatre in Indianapolis. Drunk
and disconsolate at the prospect of

To sing like Sinatra, you’ve got to
have had your heart broken.

19th January 1942, he looked calm and
confident. Sinatra was so excited that
he couldn’t wait to play the recordings
to Dorsey and the band. Connie Haines
vividly remembered the scene as the
musicians crowded round the record
player and listened to Night And Day for
the first time: “Frank was wearing one
of those big hats Bing Crosby had made
18

losing his prize asset, Dorsey sat
slumped in his chair at the end of the
night. He felt betrayed. As they said
their goodbyes, Dorsey had only seven
short words for him: “I hope you fall on
your ass.”
The bobby-soxers didn’t immediately
fall for Sinatra’s charms when he made
his solo debut supporting Benny

Autumn 2016

Goodman at New York’s Paramount
Theatre on December 30th 1942, so
his wily publicist, George Evans, paid
girls $5 to scream and help whip up
excitement in the audience. Sinatra was
soon billed as ‘The Voice’, with Evans
calling the fans ‘Sinatratics.’ Within
weeks of his first appearance, the hype
had turned into hysteria as audiences
went wild and hundreds of Frank
Sinatra fan clubs sprung up all over the
United States.
Night And Day sailed straight into
the Top 20, the first of a seemingly
endless run of hits, but after a couple
of years of steadily declining sales,
Sinatra looked like a spent force by the
beginning of the 1950s. Mitch Miller,
head honcho at Columbia, said they
“couldn’t give away” Sinatra’s records,
so they made him cut a strange mix
of soupy love songs and embarrassing
novelty tunes in a desperate bid to
restore his commercial fortunes.
His film roles quickly dried up, and
after years of regularly performing over
100 songs a day, there were very real
fears that he might never sing again as
his throat began haemorrhaging. Having
divorced his first wife, Nancy (the
mother of his three children), Sinatra’s
stormy six-year marriage to Hollywood
actress,
Ava
Gardner,
generated
headlines all over the world, with some
fans turning against him for leaving his
family for a femme fatale.
Sinatra marked the end of a hugely
successful 10-year relationship with
Columbia on 17th September 1952
when he walked into their 30th Street
New York studio for his last recording
session for the label. The song was
called Why Try To Change Me Now?,
and it was about a man who doesn’t fit
in, which is exactly how Sinatra felt
at the time. It was the perfect parting
shot aimed squarely in the direction of
Columbia, who had unceremoniously
dropped him.
“Fuck him,” Miller screamed at
the engineers and record company
executives in the control room at the
end of the session. “Frank Sinatra’s
a has-been.” Many years later, Miller
went to shake Sinatra’s hand when they
bumped into each other in a Las Vegas
hotel lobby. “Fuck you,” Sinatra hissed.
“Keep walking.”
His career looked like it was dead
in the water, but he was about to stage
the greatest comeback in the musical
history. In 1953, Sinatra signed a
new deal with Capitol Records, who
were keen to take his music in a more
sophisticated direction.
After spending two weeks on location
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According to Stephen Bogart, the original members of the Holmby Hills Rat Pack were: Frank Sinatra
(pack master), Judy Garland (first vice-president), Lauren Bacall (den mother), Sid Luft (cage master),
Bogart (rat in charge of public relations), Swifty Lazar (recording secretary and treasurer), Nathaniel
Benchley (historian), David Niven, Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, George Cukor, Cary Grant, Rex
Harrison, and Jimmy Van Heusen. In his autobiography The Moon's a Balloon, David Niven confirms that
the Rat Pack originally included him but neither Sammy Davis Jr. nor Dean Martin.

in Hawaii filming From Here To Eternity,
Sinatra stepped into KHJ Studios in
Hollywood for his first session with
Nelson Riddle, who was Nat ‘King’
Cole’s Musical Director. After listening
to the finished mix of I’ve Got The World

is the iconic albums recorded with
Riddle such as In The Wee Small
Hours, Songs For Swingin’ Lovers
and A Swingin’ Affair that are widely
regarded as his finest body of work.
At the peak of his powers in the mid

It was Ava who taught him
how to sing a torch song.

On A String, Sinatra was fizzing with
excitement: “I’m back, baby. I’m back.”
Although Sinatra cut some of his
best-known material with Billy May,
Gordon Jenkins and Quincy Jones, it

1950s and early 1960s, nobody did it
better than Sinatra. It’s no exaggeration
to say that he laid down the blueprint
for the Great American Songbook.
His interpretations were immediately

WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR OPINIONS AND COMMENTS – EMAIL THE EDITOR RANALD@BOISDALELIFE.COM
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On the set of The Children’s Hour, Dean Martin, Audrey Hepburn, William Wyler, Frank Sinatra and
Shirley MacLaine

accepted as definitive. However many
different versions you hear of those
songs, it’s Sinatra who owns them.
By the time he released his seminal
Only The Lonely album in 1958,
Sinatra sounds like an utterly broken
man, his voice heartbreakingly forlorn,
shot through with pathos and pain. If
you listen to One For My Baby (And
One More For The Road), Riddle’s
beautifully understated arrangement

Whereas Bing Crosby and Louis
Armstrong sound like they were
performing when they sang, Sinatra
sounds like he is confiding in the
listener. He’ll open up his heart to
you and let you know what he’s really
feeling. Sure - he’s tough and he’s cool,
but he’s also sensitive. To sing like
Sinatra, you’ve got to have had your
heart broken.
So what exactly is it about Frank

He laid down the blueprint for
the ‘Great American Songbook'.

sounds so sad that from the moment
Bill Miller eases into his mellifluous
piano introduction, you can tell what
state Sinatra is in before he has even
opened his mouth to sing. He was still
reeling from his recent split with Ava
Gardner, and you can hear his pain in
every note. “It was Ava who taught him
how to sing a torch song,” Riddle once
said. “She was the greatest love of his
life, and he lost her.”

Sinatra’s voice that can make women go
weak at the knees and reduce tough guys
to tears? With his impeccable jazzman’s
timing, understated, conversational
delivery and modest virtuosity, Sinatra
was technically head and shoulders
above his peers, but it was his uncanny
ability to dig deep into the emotional
heart of a song that really set him apart.
It’s the way his voice makes us feel that
keeps us returning to Sinatra time after
20
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time, year after year.
In 1961 he signed to Reprise, yet of
the numerous LPs he recorded for the
label, only a handful are on the same
level as his Capitol classics. His voice
gradually became a shadow of what
it once had been. By the time Theme
From New York, New York limped into
the charts in 1980, Sinatra’s time as a
serious recording artist was up.
If nothing survived of Sinatra
but what has been said about him,
posterity would have a very misleading
impression of both his life and his
music. If you had never actually
listened to the songs but had heard all
the juicy details of his episodic and
glamorous private life, the one thing
you would probably be left with is a
sense of bigness; big voice, big life, big
star. The Big Boss. He wasn’t called The
Chairman for nothing.
For all of the hype and the hubris
that surrounded him throughout
his career, Sinatra was an extremely
private, often introverted man whose
life was blighted by long periods of
depression. He is known to have made
at least three attempts to take his own
life. Both behind the microphone and
behind closed doors, Sinatra projected
a paradoxical cocktail of cocksure
confidence, brooding melancholy and
deep vulnerability.
His private life may seem to have
been played out in the full glare of the
spotlight, but he invariably declined
interview requests and rarely let
anyone outside his tight inner circle
get too far past his public persona.
The only place Sinatra really revealed
himself was in his songs. He was an
astonishingly sensitive and intuitive
interpreter who always sang from the
heart, giving the words just the right
emphasis and weight. Sinatra may have
been singing lyrics written by others,
but he somehow made each song seem
first-person autobiographical.
Whether he was performing a fingerpopping swing number or a sad ballad,
whether it was Cole Porter or Irving
Berlin, no other singer made you
believe in a song quite like Sinatra. He
made each and every line his own and
had a unique ability to get inside the
song in a conversational way. Sinatra
sang to you, not at you.
“Being an 18-karat manic-depressive,
and having lived a life of violent
emotional contradictions, I have an
over-acute capacity for sadness as well
as elation,” Sinatra once said. “Whatever
else has been said about me personally
is unimportant. When I sing, I believe.
I’m honest.”
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LUNCH WITH MIDGE URE
James ‘Midge’ Ure OBE was born 10 October 1953. He is a legendary Scottish musician, singer-songwriter and
producer. Midge enjoyed particular success in the 1970s and '80s in bands including Slik, Thin Lizzy, Rich Kids,
Visage and most notably as frontman of Ultravox. In 1984 Ure co-wrote and produced the charity single ‘Do They
Know It's Christmas?’ which has sold 3.7 million copies in the UK alone and raised more than $24,000,000 for
charity. The song is the second highest selling single in UK chart history. He co-organised Band Aid, Live Aid and
Live 8 with Bob Geldof and acts as trustee for the charity, as well as serving as Ambassador for Save the Children.
Band Aid and Live Aid combined, raised over $150 million for the famine relief in Ethiopia.
WORDS BY RANALD MACDONALD
EDITOR & CHIEF, BOISDALE LIFE

Ultravox, the British new wave band, formed in London in 1974 as Tiger Lily. Between 1980 and ‘86, they
scored seven Top Ten albums and seventeen Top 40 singles. Midge Ure took over as lead singer, guitarist
and frontman in 1980, revitalising the band and producing the 1981 iconic album, "Vienna". Seen here
performing at Live Aid with that Burberry leather coat in 1985

M – How did you come up with
the various band names Midge?
MU – Well, Ultravox were in
existence before I joined. I came up
with Visage and prior to that I came
up with Slick. John O’Farrell wrote
a fantastic book called “As Good as it
Gets” and there is a great 4 pages about
a couple of guys going through all the
names of their band – and it gets more
and more hysterical – I thought, I’ve

done that, I’ve been there doing that!
The best band name I’ve come across is
called “668 Neighbour of the Beast” –
isn’t that wonderful.
RM – When I had my first band, we
were 16 and spent more time trying to
work out what to call ourselves than
we did deciding who could or would
play what instrument. I came up with
‘Pure Zenith’ and we ended up being
called ‘The Aerosols’. You don’t want to
22

mispronounce that!
RM – Crass question, which is the
greatest band you have played with, in
terms gelling together?
MU – Ultravox. There was something
from the moment I walked in. I mean, the
odds were against Ultravox working and
they won’t mind me saying that. They
had just lost a singer and guitarist, they
had just come back from an American
tour to find they had been dropped by the
record label, they owed a lot of money
– nothing was right. But the moment I
walked into the rehearsal room and we
had only just scraped the money together
to pay for that – the moment we plugged
in and made a noise, it was the most
glorious thing I had ever heard in my life.
RM – Why did that magic happen?
MU – It was something to do
with that marriage of the synthesiser
technology and traditional rock music
instrumentation. And like-mindedness
I suppose? I was looking for something
that was different from the Rich Kids
and different from what I had done
before, which was all guitar based stuff.
In fact I bought a synthesiser for the
Rich Kids which broke the band up,
they hated it in 1978. I was listening
to all this music from Germany, Neu!
Kraftwerk and Dusseldorf – I thought
there is a hybrid here. So when I went
into the rehearsal room that day it could
not have gone better – I didn’t make
Ultravox happen, it was a combination
of the characters coming together at
the right time. Maybe had the rehearsal
happened on a different day, a different
mind-set, it might not have worked?
I joined the band in ‘79 – we had just
put Visage together – made up of all
my favourite musicians at the time and
through working on the Visage project, I
ended up joining Ultravox. We finished
in 1985 just after Live Aid – that was the
last thing we did as a band. That took
me away from the band for a couple
of years and by the time we got back
together again, it had all changed. It was

like a divorce, we came back desperately
trying to make it work but it had all
dissipated by then, different directions.
RM – The band you performed in that
I liked most was Thin Lizzy.
MU – I was on tour in Germany three
weeks ago with Scott Gorham. So I find
myself on tour doing a 3 week tour with
an orchestra, rock band and a variety of
artists. I don’t know why they asked me
to do it because I’m not a rock artist at
all? So the headliner was Joey Tempest
from Europe (The Final Countdown),
the singer of Kansas and Scott Gorman. I
found myself back on stage playing The
Boys are Back in Town, for the first time
in 37 years! It took me straight back to
the moment I stepped off Concorde to
join Thin Lizzy.
RM – My musical tastes were at
odds with my contemporaries because
when I went to a record shop at the age
of about 13 or 14, all the cool people
were hanging around the progressive
section and I had to go to the Easy
Listening section because I was a
massive Elvis fan – it was dramatically
uncool to like Elvis and even worse to
be seen thumbing through the clearly
signposted Easy Listening records! But
I did adore Live and Dangerous.
MU – That album summed up a Thin
Lizzy concert. My favourite song was I’m
Still in Love with You.
RM – Mine was Don’t Believe a Word.
MU – It’s funny because these songs
aren’t covered very often. Scandinavian

Ranald Macdonald and Midge Ure in the Macdonald restaurant, Boisdale of Belgravia

Americanised rock or pop.
RM – Who do you listen to, Midge?
MU – I’ve got fairly Catholic tastes
when it comes to music. I still listen
to all the people I have always listened
to. But it’s very difficult now, getting
the musical education that you used to
get. Because radio used to inform you
and teach you about new artists – now
you have to search for it. Unless you
have BBC 6 permanently on in your

While people were out going to clubs, I was
helping create the music they were dancing to.

rock bands still cover The Boys are Back
in Town.
RM – Have you ever brought any Jazz
influences into your music?
MU – Only when I make mistakes!
I just don’t understand it – it’s never
resonated with me at all.
RM – And soul, you have soul…
could you be described as a soul singer?
MU – I could, but not in the sense
that you mean. Then again people call
what they are hearing from Beyonce
R&B – and it’s not R&B – it’s a whole
different thing. You listen to Jamie
Cullum, who’s called Jazz – but a lot
of what he does is straight forward

car! Something happens when you
make music for a living – you analyse
it rather than listening to it. You listen
to the production, the arrangements, the
bass drum sound and it kind of sullies
the enjoyment you get from it. But every
so often you are exposed to something
you don’t know about and you turn the
radio up instead of turning it off. That’s a
magic moment.
RM – When was the last time that
happened?
MU – I suppose it was Sigur Ros – an
Icelandic band. I heard the tune on late
night radio and I remember picking up
my phone and switching on the recorder.

And then you find the cannon of what
came before. A bit like finding a good
book you enjoy and then you realise its
number 7 of a series of 15. A weird thing
happened to me recently, back in 1982
I did a cover of Bowie's, Man Who Sold
the World – I did it for a dodgy British
movie called ‘Part Party’ – they wanted
contemporary artists at the time to do
cover versions. But it kind of came and
went and nobody paid any attention
to it. A few years back when Ultravox
got back together and we were playing
Hammersmith, we got this message
saying a very important Japanese guy,
massive fan would like to come and say
hello, he’s flown in specially to see you.
So this guy turns up with his entourage
and he’s a game designer – he designed
the game, Metal Gear Solid – big game.
Turns out he doesn’t speak English so
we are speaking through an interpreter
and he mentions Man Who Sold the
World! Then a year later, I’m playing in
Japan and he invites me to their offices –
I had to sign their version of the official
secrets act because I was privy to what
they were working on – the technology
was amazing. Then he tells me the final
instalment to these series of games in
Metal Gear Solid, he has written in my
version of Man Who Rules the World
– sure enough a year later, this things
pops through the post. The whole 20
minute set-up before the game starts is
about this guy in a hospital, waking up
in the 80’s and turning on his radio to
that song. Because of that game, these
kids have gone back and discovered a
huge amount of work we did over the
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Bob Geldof and Midge Ure shortly before the launch of Band Aid in 1984. Midge is currently
touring and will be performing in London on Dec 17th at the Union Chapel. For tickets see:
www.gigsandtours.com

years – amazing.
RM – So tell us about your next tour?
MU – It’s all over the UK and in early
2017, possibly Ireland and New Zealand.
The guys I’m touring with are a band,
two young multi-instrumental musicians
– incredible. I always want to give new
bands and new artists a chance to do their
thing and often bring on acts on tour. But
last year, every time I got to a venue and
heard these guys I would stop what I was
doing and just listen to them. ‘Something
from Everything’ is the concept and its

MU – Yes a few that I haven’t listened
to in many, many years. And when we
starting playing them, even in this very
acoustic, organic format, the songs just
sparked up and came to life again. I
understood why I wrote it in the first
place. Whereas most songs, when you
look back you aren’t the same person,
you aren’t in the same headspace and
you just think, well I don’t quite get it?
What possessed me to write this?
RM – The lapse in time and the remeeting is quite interesting? In two

I’m in the Japanese offices
of Metal Gear Solid, where I had to sign
their version of the official secrets act.

weird, we were rehearsing yesterday
and these guys were teaching me my
own songs! When you finish something,
whatever it is, that’s it – you are satisfied
with it at that time – you don’t want it
analysed 30 years down the line. So it’s
a really odd thing going back and playing
some of these things. So these kids are
telling me the chords!
RM – But have you fallen back in love
with some of your old songs?

weeks’ time you might say its shit, but at
the time you are making it…
MU – Absolutely. That’s just a sign of
progress. You have to recognise music
for being ‘of its time’.
RM – Quite a lot of what you wore at
the time has come back into fashion!
MU – Most of what we wore in the
first years of Ultravox were ‘dead men’s
clothes’ – just stuff we could pick up in
Oxfam – shabby chic I suppose? We had
24
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no money and no wherewithal – look
at the Blitz in the late 70’s, they were
robbing their grandmothers wardrobes!
They turned up looking like Audrey
Hepburn. It was the time of the 3 day
working week – nobody had anything.
RM – Do you have a collection of
Memorabilia?
MU – I’ve got bits and pieces. I still
have the raincoat I wore in the Vienna
video – the Burberry. It’s the first thing I
ever bought when I made any money – I
had always wanted a raincoat. I’ve still
got the cheap mirrored glasses I wore
at Live Aid and the leather coat I wore
that day. The one sunny day we had that
year and I wore a coat! But you wouldn’t
know my house is a musician’s house,
there are no records on the wall. I’ve
never been a collector like that.
RM – People talked about Britain
becoming a 2nd world nation in the
1970s but it was a period of extraordinary
creativity on every front.
MU – But isn’t that when creativity
happens at its best? When people are
languishing – you don’t create the same
things when you are in the lap of luxury.
There would be no Blues for a start! Look
at the Blitz. In this little club in Soho all
the fashion world, musicians, writers
and designers were all there – it was a
real creative boiling point.
RM – Did you go to a lot of clubs?
MU – I suppose not, I was a real
workaholic. While people were out going
to clubs I was helping create the music
they were dancing to. My old partner in
crime at Rich Kids and Visage, Dustin
Regan DJ’d and I’d be busy in the studio
for 14 hours a day. He’d be doing the late
shift at Peoples Palace in Camden. I was
working, not dancing the night away.
It was the time of the Wag Club and all
those places…
RM – Do you have children?
MU – Four daughters, eldest 29 who
went to the dark-side and works as an
agent – which I’m very pleased about,
more of a chance of making a living.
Another daughter 22 about to graduate
from Edinburgh in sociology, another
daughter 19 just started at East Sussex
University last year and the youngest
is 17 at home, still at school. I actually
received an honorary degree from
Edinburgh – it was lovely, I didn’t have
to work for it!
RM – You’ve got quite a few of letters
after your name…
MU – Yes more letters after than in
it! I’m not sure what they all are, I’ve
forgotten them all but I know I’ve got five
honorary degrees.
RM – We will try and fit all your letters
in, after your name in this magazine!
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PETER LANGAN REMEMBERED
Peter Langan was born in Ireland in 1941. After moving to England in the early 1960s, Langan began his catering career
working at Odin's restaurant at 26 Devonshire Street. Odin's quickly became a very popular and proved profitable
enough to permit Langan to embark on what became his most successful venture, Langan's Brasserie. Michael Caine,
a customer and friend of Peter Langan, became his business partner and the pair transformed the site with original
artwork. Richard Shepherd, the former head chef at the Michelin starred Capital Hotel in London, joined the Caine and
Langan partnership in 1977 and introduced a menu that has changed little since. By the mid-1980s Langan's had become
London's most fashionable haunt for stars as diverse as Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon Brando, Mick Jagger, Francis Bacon,
Mohammed Ali, Jack Nicholson and David Hockney.
WORDS BY JOHN MCENTEE,
DAILY MAIL DIARIST

restaurant in the world. It is nearly a half
a century since Richard met the force of
nature called Peter Langan.
"I still miss him" says Richard, sipping
an Americano in the cavernous eaterie
that is still haunted by Langan, who died
aged 47 in 1988. The art collection is
gone, including the life-size painting by
David Hockney in his trade mark white
suit. "Peter was impossible. When I first
knew him he wasn't an alcoholic – it
was an act. He created this persona and
as time went on the act became reality.
It took over."
Richard still cringes at the recollection
of the night in 1986 shortly after Wayne
Sleep had opened in the musical Cabaret
and ended up in Langans. After leaving
the kitchen, Richard had made the short
journey to Tramp nightclub for supper.
He was driving home past the restaurant
at 2am when he noticed all the lights
were ablaze. "I went in and Peter was
at the bar with Wayne Sleep and his
boyfriend. I sent the remaining staff
home. Wayne was by now having a row
with his boyfriend.”
“He was wearing a figure hugging
cat suit which he unzipped. He had
nothing on underneath. It dropped off
and he sprung onto a table and starting
hopping, naked from table to table doing
pirouettes. I pulled down all the blinds
as quickly as I could. Wayne ended up
lying over a table. Peter went to the
bookcase at the end of the room and
came back with a volume of poetry.
He was holding the book in one hand
reciting poetry and holding Wayne's

dick in his other hand. It was now nearly
4am. I later discovered that all three had
gone to the room at the Ritz with Wayne
and his boyfriend sleeping in the bed
and Peter on the floor.”
This was not an unusual evening on
Planet Langan. As the restaurant became
THE place to eat, Langan had an endless
supply of well-known diners to amuse
himself with.
His habit was to invite himself to a
table by beckoning a waiter to bring an
additional chair. One evening in 1978

He created this persona and as time
went on the act became reality.

he sat down with the publisher Lord
Weidenfeld and his girlfriend. Within
minutes his head was on the tablecloth
and he was fast asleep. In 1982 he
tried to carry Billy Connolly on a lap
of honour through the restaurant after
The Big Yin had opened in the play
The Beastly Beatitudes of Balthazar B.
He barred Rudolf Nureyev for, as he
quipped “being himself.” He didn't
recognise Marlon Brando when he came
into the restaurant explaining, "The only
thing I knew about him was that he is
even fatter than me." With female diners

Langan's Brasserie situated on Stratton Street, Mayfair, London – opened by the Irish entrepreneur Peter Langan, on 20th October 1976

rincess Margaret was not amused.
Sitting at her usual discreet table in
her favourite restaurant, Langan's
in Piccadilly, she had just suffered a
serious sense of humour failure.
Accompanied by her lover Roddy
Llewellyn, she had been interrupted
at the coffee stage of her intimate meal
by Peter Langan, the rumbustious Irish
proprietor of the restaurant she had
helped make fashionable.
Langan was drunk. His trade mark
white suit was stained with champagne.
He mumbled incoherently. Neither
the Queen's sister nor her young beau
could understand a word he was saying.
Comprehension slowly dawned on
Langan's face. Diners at neighbouring
tables – all 272 covers were taken –
watched in fascination and apprehension.
Unsteadily Langan removed his jacket

and hung it on the back of Margaret's
chair. His braces straining he clambered
up onto the Royal table, knocking over
coffee cups and a jug of milk. He lay
down across the stained tablecloth and
promptly fell asleep. "He could sleep

Piccadilly (October 1976), Richard still
shivers at the behaviour of his partner
Peter Langan, with whom he founded
the brasserie, alongside Hollywood star
Sir Michael Caine. Richard, now retired
from Langan’s, recalls the creation of

For 34 years spinach soufflé with anchovy sauce
was Langan's signature dish (ground floor only).
anywhere" recalls Langan’s business
partner Richard Shepherd.
He was still dozing when Margaret
left with Roddy never to return.
Richard chuckles at the memory. But
forty years after Langan’s opened in
26

London’s first celebrity restaurant 40
years ago. In an age before Marco and
Gordon and Nigella, before the profusion
of food programmes on TV and the
emergence of restaurateurs as household
names, Langan's was the most famous

he had a habit of crawling drunkenly
on his hands and knees under their
table and nuzzling their ankles. This
happened to both Janet Street Porter and
Molly Parkin. Maria Aitken was not so
lucky. He sat at her table and concluded
she was “boring”, before adding a string
of abdominal references.
Says Richard: "One night Peter was
standing at the front door: ‘Hey kid’ he
said, ‘there's not many celebrities in
tonight’… 'What a surprise’ I said, ‘you
threw most of them out!' He insulted so

The famous Langan’s menu – designed by David Hockney in 1976

many of them… one night Prince Albert
of Monaco was sitting at a table with six
people and Peter lurched up and said
‘Is it true you are a fucking poof?’ I told
Peter I'd sent Ronnie Corbett a case of
champagne, 'Why?' he asked… Because
you insulted him, he might be small
Peter but there was no need to call him a
fucking midget.”
"I'd be in the kitchen when I'd get a
call to come upstairs. It happened all the
time. One night Michael Caine was in
with his wife, his mum, his brother and
his daughter… I got the call at the busiest
time right in the middle of service. ‘I
think you better get up here. It’s not going
too well between Peter and Michael.’
When I came upstairs Michael was on
one side, Peter on the other. Michael said:
'Rich can you tell Peter Langan to leave
my bloody table.’ His mother said, 'Don’t
swear Michael.' I went to Peter, who had
pulled over a chair and had sat down
at Michael's table. 'Come on Peter come
to the bar and have a drink.’ I said. He
replied, ‘I ain’t going anywhere kid, tell
Michael Caine to fuck off.’ Michael said,
‘I can go anywhere I want. I don’t have
to come here. Unless you leave my table
I am leaving, Peter.’ He replied: ‘Then
fucking leave!’ Michael stood up and
took the whole table and left. 'Well done,
Peter ' I said. Now come to the bar and
have a drink so I can sell this table again.’
He turned on me and said, 'I ain’t going
anywhere kid… I’m staying right here.’"
When Richard first met Peter, the
swashbuckling Irishman who had
previously worked unsuccessfully as a
petrol pump attendant in Sunderland,
he already owned Odin's, a thriving
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A portrait of Peter Langan with a glass of wine,
by David Hockney, July 1970

restaurant in Marylebone. Because he
had lived in bachelor digs with upand-coming artists like David Hockney,
Patrick Procktor and Patrick Caulfield,
he was able to adorn the walls of the
restaurant with their pictures in return
for free meals. He in turn received an
introduction into The Art of Peter Langan,
son of ex-Irish rugby international Dan
Langan who ran Texaco Ireland and
educated his son at Ireland's top public
school Clongowes Wood.
“He deliberately wore odd socks. He
would go to the flower seller at Green
Park station buy all his flowers and
give every girl on the street a flower.
He never drank spirits but there was
another phase where he would drink
a rum-based cocktail called Scorpion.
He would have enough for four made
up and drink the lot. After we closed,
we used to go to Tramp. He would have
bangers and mash. I would have fish
and chips. He’d order a fillet steak and
would dice it up into little cubes and
take it upstairs and feed the dog at the
front door. 'I'm having fish and chips,
he's having bangers and mash and the
fucking dog is having fillet steak!’"
Langan boasted of a daily consumption
of a dozen bottles of champagne. On most
days it wasn't an exaggeration but at the
height of the restaurant's popularity in
the early eighties, he had lost control
and was an alcoholic. "One day I was
in the kitchen at 12.15pm when the
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telephone rang" recalls
Richard. "A very posh
voice said ‘Mr Shepherd
I am speaking from the
managing director’s office
at Sotheby’s. I believe we
have Mr Langan in our
sales room. I wonder if
you could send somebody
over to pick him up. Mr
Shepherd in fact, you'd
better send two people. He
is asleep.’ I said, 'He does
tend to do that.' ‘Yes’ she
replied, ‘but he is half way
up the stairs on a bookcase
and every time somebody
goes past he keeps telling
them to fuck off.’"
Perversely
Langan's
very boorishness attracted
hordes of non-celebs to
his restaurant. Despite
asking legions of women
about their bra size and
availability for sexual
congress, few seem to
have taken serious offence. Richard cites
a typical example.
"A bloke takes his girl to Langan's and
wants to impress her. Peter starts walking
down the room. That's Peter Langan the
bloke says. ‘Do you know him?’ asks his
girlfriend. 'Watch' says the boyfriend.
'Hi Peter how are you? Come and join
us.' Peter gets the waiter to bring a chair.
'Would you like a drink?’ ‘I'll have a glass
of champagne’ says Peter. So now the
bloke thinks he has scored with the girl
and then Peter turns to the girl and asks
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dish. When the first floor Venetian
room with murals by Patrick Procktor
opened, it was deemed too far to risk
bringing soufflés from the basement
kitchen. Langan objected and insisted
that the signature dish could be brought
by waiter’s two floors up without being
spoiled. Shepherd disagreed so Langan
set out to prove him wrong. "I'll run it
up myself" he said in the middle of
the pandemonium of service. A soufflé
straight from the oven was handed to
him and off he went. Recalls Richard:
"Peter takes off with the soufflé on a
plate. Three minutes later he comes
back with spinach covering his shirt
and trousers. ‘What the fuck happened
to you?’ I asked. ‘I fell down the fucking
stairs’ he said, ‘by the way I think you
are quite right.’”
The bomb finally exploded in
October 1988 after his wife Susan asked
for a divorce.
Depressed, Peter pleaded for one last
get together. Susan agreed. Peter then
tried to set fire to her in the upstairs
bedroom of the marital home in Essex.
She escaped with a damaged ankle after
leaping over a first floor balcony as flames
engulfed the bedroom. Peter suffered
serious burns and toxic inhalation. In
a coma he lingered for six weeks, dying
alone on 7th December 1988.
At his inquest the coroner declared
that Peter had made a grand exhibition
of his death by taking a lethal cocktail of
pills then setting fire to his house while
wife Susan was present. Shortly before
he pressed what Richard Shepherd
called 'the self-destruct button' he had

I ain’t going anywhere kid,
tell Michael Caine to fuck off!

'Do you shave your pussy?' By now the
bloke is embarrassed. He says: ‘Well Peter
lovely to see you, we'll carry on with our
dinner now.’ Peter asks: 'Are you going
somewhere 'cos I ain’t fucking moving.'
That’s when they would come and
get me. ‘Tell him there's a phone call
for him,’ I'd say. Peter comes to the bar,
but there is no one on the line. He then
turns to the waiter and asks, 'Where
was I sitting?’ I signal to take him over
to another table. This used to go on all
night long.”
For 34 years spinach soufflé with
anchovy sauce was Langan's signature
28

said: "I can do some strange things
when I'm drunk but I'm often a target
that is set up to do it and I go along with
most things out of bloody boredom.
The pursuit of pleasure at any cost has
always been a priority in my life but
after a while it becomes a plague. My
wife says I will be dead in two years if I
don’t tackle the boozing."
Mrs Langan was only out by six
weeks. His friend the writer John
Bradshaw dedicated a novel to him
with the message: “To Peter Langan.
Unfortunately for him… his dreams
came true.”
29
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“The Exclusive Global Matchmaking Service”

THE POKER PLAYER
LIV BOEREE
WORDS BY ARABEL WINDSOR-HOYE
LIFESTYLE JOURNALIST, BOISDALE LIFE

reading you. That’s before the maths and
the game theory kick in. People with the
gift of the gab still exist but to succeed
they also need that scientific background.
They have to put in the work now. Still,
one of the reasons poker is so popular is
that amateurs can beat the pros. You and I
could play ten hands now and you might
win. But if we play 100,000 hands, I will
beat you every single time.
AWH – Do you have a mentor?
LB – No but I’m very lucky, my other
half is one of the best in the world. Igor
Kurganov – he plays all the high stake
tournaments (Ed. Note – Igor’s career
winnings from live events exceed $11m.)
Sometimes we come up against each other
and he’s the person I fear playing against
the most. He knows me so well and on top
of that my best theories have either been
developed by him or with him. We work
on them together, but he’s a little better
than me – top three in the world.

STARTING OUT IN POKER

Liv Boeree studied Astrophysics before starting a poker career at the age of 21. She won the European
Poker Tour Main Event in San Remo in 2010, pocketing €1,250,000 and thereby becoming the third
woman ever to win an EPT title

Love and all that Jazz
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t’s been tricky to tie Liv down this
year. She has been busy travelling
the world, playing tournaments and
most importantly, launching her new
charity. We were finally able to meet for
lunch in Boisdale of Canary Wharf, ready
to discuss all things poker!

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POKER
AWH – I notice lots of players wear
sunglasses, what’s that all about?
LB – People feel like they are giving
something away with their eyes. I think
for the most part people actually don’t.
When it comes to physical tells, the
face is the least reliable because you are
aware of your face and your hands. What
you are not aware of is perhaps your
posture and definitely not your legs or
your feet. Often if I’m really in a difficult
situation and trying to decide if someone
is playing a big hand – because I can see
they are physically excited in some way
– I just have a look at their feet. If they
are excited, they are bouncing around,
if they are bluffing its fight or flight and
they freeze. A confident face and rigid
feet, tells me something is up. If you
have a good hand you are trying to tell
the story of a bad hand and vice versa.
You are trying to create a story through
your bets, your demeanour and the
length of time you spend thinking – it’s

both a science and an art.
AWH – Do people try and psyche
you out?
LB – Yes, it’s great. I love that part of
the game – the verbal part. It’s a beautiful
sprinkle on what could otherwise be
quite a boring theoretical game.
AWH – Has anyone ever chatted you
up at a table?
LB – Yes, most of the time I don’t have
time for it and I don’t care, but if I’m
enjoying a conversation with someone
and they are being flirty I don’t mind.

AWH – How did it all start?
LB – I hadn’t played a hand of poker
until after University. I had just graduated,
moved down to London for a gap year
and planned to go to UCL to do a Masters
in Physics. That summer I was playing
a lot of guitar and started doing some
modelling for rock and alternative lifestyle
magazines. I was very into heavy metal at
the time, a big fan of Metallica and Slayer
(Ed. Note: Liv’s nickname on the poker
tour is ‘Iron Maiden’) I started applying for
a few game shows – why not right? One
of them invited to me for some auditions
and without saying what it was about,
they said ‘you can use your skill and
deception to win £100,000’ and I thought
let’s try this. I got selected for the show
and it turned out they wanted to take five
poker novices and teach them how to play
(Ed. Note: Ultimate Poker Showdown

I will scale my play to 80% of hands from
just reading you, that’s before the maths
and the game theory kick in.
AWH – How much of the game is
science?
LB – I guess science applies to both the
mathematical theory and the psychology.
I might be looking at an opponent and
thinking, ok he seems confident. So he’s
confident that means he’s playing this
range of hands. What’s my own confidence
in that – let’s say it’s 80%. So I will scale
my play to those 80% of hands from just

appeared on Channel 5 in 2005.) I played
terribly, didn’t know what I was doing but
absolutely loved it and started playing in
a local club here in London, called the
‘Gutshot’, which is a poker term. I had
some decent success and won the second
tournament I played there, which was a £5
buy-in and I won £750, which was mind
blowing – it was the next few month’s
rent. I remember throwing all the cash
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at my boyfriend at the time and saying,
“look… I only took a fiver with me!”
AWH – What do your parents think of
it all?
LB – Now they love it. They are huge
supporters and follow the industry
almost more than I do. But at the time
they were definitely a little worried.
No one in my family had ever gambled.
We never played poker growing up.
Although I used to play games with my
Dad, he and I were always extremely
competitive. I’d say the only prerequisite
to playing poker is being competitive.
It’s a game of outwitting your opponents,
being put under pressure and putting
your opponent under the same pressure.
You can learn so much from playing the
game and I think to an extent its part of
the human spirit – we like to win.
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WIN THE ULTIMATE
BOISDALE LIFE DAY OUT
For one day we are inviting A Boisdale Life
Reader Plus a friend, to experience an
incredible 24 hours of the ’Boisdale Life’ !!!

Liv has been a member of Team PokerStars Pro since September 2010. Her lifetime tournament winnings
at live events now total more than $3 million. Liv’s name is also an anagram of “I Love Beer!”

POKER TOURNAMENTS
AWH – Can we talk about money, how
do tournament winnings work?
LB – Let’s say we all wanted to play
a $1,000 tournament and 1,000 people
enter. Everyone puts in the $1,000 to
make a $1million dollar prize-pool and
you’ll each get a fixed number of chips.
Lose your chips and you’re out. Usually
the pay-out goes to 15% of the field. So
if you finish 151st you get nothing but
if you are 150th you will double your
money. It goes up really, really slowly
until you get to the final table and then
9th might get $40,000, 8th $75,000 and
first prize would be $250,000.
AWH – Do the organisers put any
money in?
LB – Usually the organisers take a
small fee for hosting the tournament.
Sometimes for special tournaments they
add money to it, if they have a sponsor or
have sold TV rights. Those are obviously
the best tournaments to be involved in.
AWH – So it’s not like Wimbledon,
Andy and Novak aren’t paying to be in
the tournament!
LB – No it’s considered a classic
gambling game. Gambling is wagering
money on an outcome, right? People do
it here in The City, technically that’s a
form of gambling. So when people say,
‘is poker gambling?’ I think the answer
is yes and no. Classically it’s wagering
money on an outcome but at the same
time you have control over when and
how, you wager your money. It’s about
making correct decisions or intelligent
investments and if you play perfectly,
you can still lose because of the element
of chance.
AWH – Do you play a lot online?
LB – Yes when I’m back home – it’s
called grinding – I’m not grinding as
much as I used to.

AWH – Grinding??
LB – Yeah, not that kind of grinding…!

WOMEN IN POKER
AWH – As a female player, on the face
of it, you seem quite outnumbered?
LB – Yes definitely. There is a big
deficit, but it has got better. When I
first got into the game 10 years ago,
the frequencies of women in the game
and attitudes towards women in the
game were very different. Now, it’s rare
that men would bat an eyelid at seeing
women at the table. It’s more on the
amateur circuit that players are likely to
give a woman shit – or be shocked that a
woman is playing.
AWH – Are there any female-only
tournaments?
LB – Yes, they do exist, but there’s no
need for them per se. The reason why they
have them is historically there was that
uncomfortable environment. Hostility
is the wrong word but many women
just didn’t feel comfortable playing in a
mixed environment. Young or old, you
are very aware you are being looked at
a lot. If a woman walks into a sports bar
and she’s the only women, she will just
get stared at. Men don’t even realise they
are doing it – if you aren’t used to that
or don’t like that, it’s an uncomfortable
feeling. That combined with the highly
competitive, stressful nature of the game
itself meant some women don’t enjoy it.
One way to get around that is womenonly tournaments.
AWH – Did being female and in the
minority at that time help?
LB – Absolutely. It was one of the
reasons I pursued it so much. I was
doing presenting in the industry, writing
and playing, basically anything to do
with poker. My name was starting to
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get known a little bit, very few women
were playing and I was this young rocker
girl, who talked a lot. I felt there was a
decent chance that if I won a tournament
I would get an endorsement deal.
Particularly back then when there was a
lot of sponsorship dollars flying around.

POKER AMBITIONS
AWH – What’s the ambition?
LB – I’d still like to win another big
major, maybe a World Series Bracelet or
a European Poker Tour event. A woman
has never made the final table of the
World Series Main Event – 7,000 people
enter it and I’d love to win there.
AWH – Outside poker, what else are
you up too?
LB – The thing I’m working on most at
the moment is the charity I co-founded, it’s
a fund-raising organisation based around
effective altruism (Raising for Effective
Altruism - www.reg.org.uk). Within
certain cause areas, there are charities that
are more effective than others and in the
grand scheme of the world’s problems,
there are those that are easier to solve
than others. It’s about gathering data and
using scientific method to figure out ‘how
do I get the biggest bang for my buck’,
when I donate to charity. As it turns out
there are a small amount of charities that
are really, really good at helping their
causes. On the whole its money that goes
overseas, because of course the pound
goes further in Angola, than it would in
London. I encourage poker players to
donate a percentage of their winnings
to these specific charities. One guy who
won the World Series (the richest poker
tournament in the world) ended up
winning $10million and he donated
$250,000 to the charities we support –
pretty cool, right!

Start the day with the great British breakfast at Boisdale of Mayfair
Followed by a tour of the Wallace collection with
Boisdale Life Editor-At-Large, Paddy Renouf...
Then it’s Onto a Shooting Lesson at The West London shooting school
Afterwards a round of golf at Kingswood Country Club
Plus a delicious 3-Course Lunch, with fine wines
(We should also mention Citysupercars will be lending you
the new Jaguar F-Type to drive for the day!)
Get back to London just in time for Afternoon Tea at Browns Hotel
Before joining us at Boisdale of Belgravia For an extraordinary
Whisky & Cigar Masterclass With Ranald Macdonald
Neatly followed by a 4-Course Dinner with wine, at Boisdale of Belgravia
After all this, we will put you up in a top London Hotel,
Courtesy of Small Luxury Hotels of the world
Plus we will throw in a Luxury Boisdale food Hamper! a bottle of Glenfiddich IPA,
A Case of Deutz Brut Classic Champagne, A Case Of Boisdale Sauvignon Blanc
A Case of Boisdale Claret, A Case of Snow Queen Vodka
A Case of Kirsty’s Gin from the Arbikie Highland Estate
And for good measure... 100 Bottles of Spitfire Kentish Ale
PS. To recover from this great day out, we will treat you to ’The Hemmingway
Experience’ at Gentlemen’s Tonic, including Bloody Mary’s and a massage!

#ItsaBoisdaleLife
To Enter Email: JESSICA@BOISDALE.CO.UK
Terms and Conditions apply. Boisdale is the promoter of this competition and entrants must be over the age of 18 with one entry per reader.
Prizes are non-transferable, no cash alternatives will be offered, the prize is for two people to experience the day. The closing date for the
draw is Wednesday 1st February 2017, the winner is drawn randomly. By entering the competition you agree to receive further information
from Boisdale and its partners. The date and all prizes are subject to availability – not all elements of the prize may be available on the same
day – the prize is one day only.
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VENISON WITH JB GILL
Jonathan Benjamin "JB" Gill spent the first five years of his life living in Antigua,
before moving to Croydon, where he began making music at the age of seven, joining
the choir and performing at the local church. After completing university, he met
the other members of the band JLS and they decided to audition for The X Factor in
2008. They came second that year and went on to sell 10 million records worldwide.
WORDS BY HARRY OWEN
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BOISDALE MEDIA

Former member of boyband JLS, JB is the owner of a farm in Kent, as well as an ambassador for the Mayor’s Fund for London and passionate advocate of venison!

et’s begin with the obvious
question, why is ex-boyband
member JB Gill, one of the four
founding members of the band JLS
(Ed. Note: X Factor runners-up to
Alexandre Burke in 2008) having lunch
in Boisdale? Simple answer, JB is now
a bona-fide farmer, vocal advocate of
sustainable produce and particularly
keen on venison – all of which are
passions we share.

For readers unfamiliar with the
band JLS, here is a quick summary.
After appearing on the X Factor, the
band were signed to Sony-owned Epic
records and they went on to achieve 5
No. 1 hit singles, selling 10m records
worldwide, winning two Brit Awards
and six MOBOs along the way. An
impressive resume, and had it not all
ended in December 2013, we might
never have had the pleasure of JB’s
34

company, on a very enjoyable autumnal
afternoon.
JB was partly out-and-about in London
that day thanks to British Sausage Week.
He is the newly recruited ambassador
for the campaign, run by www.lovepork.
co.uk. Now in its nineteenth year, it’s
basically a celebration of the great
‘British Banger’. Sausages aside, JB is
most passionate about venison. Before
we get there, I asked him to explain

how it all began, after all, as a career
change this appears to be significant?
“I’m definitely the leftfield one when it
came to a new career. Where I live now,
we have about 10 acres of farmland and
when I first bought the land there were
no real plans to be a farmer. But over
the first two years I was frustrated by
cutting it back every year and spending
money on it. I thought it’s about time it
made me some money, or at least helped
feed us! That was the birth of the farm
idea.” I wondered if JB missed the music
industry and some of the glamour that
went along with it, “No, I’ve gone into
a new phase of my life. My outlook and
my priorities have changed. I was very
busy then, pretty much working 24
hours a day, we left early in the morning
for promos and interviews and arrived
back late at night because you had to go
to some event. Which sounds like a lot
of fun, but trust me, three years into it,
not every party is great! It changed for me
when I got married and that came at the
right time, I value being at home now.”
I still couldn’t help wonder if JB was
the real deal or the ‘face’ of the farm,
he had arrived impeccably dressed at
Boisdale, but did he have his wellies on
at home? “Yes, I didn’t have the space
or farming knowledge at the beginning,
so I started off with pigs, Tamworths. I
then ventured into turkeys, we are in
our third year now and we sell those
direct from the farm. It’s been gradual
and I’ve selected livestock that I have
the time to look after and secondly,
that I have been able to grow with.”
So from Christmas number one to the
Christmas table, I asked JB if I should
abandon my traditional Waitrose turkey
this year, “Our farm will do 200 turkeys
running up to about 12 kilos, which
is double what we did last year. They
are completely free range, bronze birds
and I feed them a mix feed specially
developed by Kelly Bronze. Most of the
sales are made online at Kelly Bronze
Turkeys, ready to be collected from
Biggen Hill on the 23rd.” I’m definitely
tempted, JB is clearly passionate about
animal welfare and we often forget the
work that goes into getting that turkey
on the table.
Of course he isn’t entirely tied to the
farm. If you remain unfamiliar with JLS
but perhaps have a 4 or 5 year old child,
they will more than likely be aware of
his presence in their lives. He is one of
the presenters of the CBeebies series,
‘Down on the Farm’, an educational
programme based on… you get the
picture. “We are on the fourth series
of Down on the Farm and excited to
have just been nominated for a Scottish

BAFTA, it’s great to be recognised for
this. The farm is the foundation but I
enjoy still being part of the creative
process. I’m working on a book range
at the moment for early readers (Ed.
Note: JB has a two year old son, called
Ace). It works for me from a new career
perspective, from a lifestyle perspective

having played for his school, Whitgift
and at the London Irish academy until
he was 18. He was a winger so I asked
how quick his 100m were at the time,
“11.7 seconds, but my 60 and 30 was
what I was really good at.” I smugly
told JB that I went to Wellington
College (even though I only made the

It sounds like a lot of fun but trust me,
three years into it, not every party is great!

and an artistic perspective.”
Without doubt JB is a man of many
talents, presenter, musician, farmer
and sportsman. With the exception of
having watched the X Factor and him
performing on it, I wasn’t particularly
aware of JLS. Fortunately, the tried
and trusted topic of sports came up.
As it turns out, we both shared an
enthusiasm for rugby, JB achieved
slightly more than me on the field (!)

3rd XV) and wondered how he fared
against us? “I remember the first time
we played at Wellington, I think we
lost at the death, it was freezing cold
and a hard place to play. I played
against James Haskell, we’d heard a lot
about him. But we had some pretty big
boys too. We were winning local games
60 or 70 nil in South London, but when
we turned up at Wellington we knew it
was a serious side.”

JB’s main course at Boisdale of Belgravia was Roast wild Scottish venison with poached crab apples,
Kentish beets, shallots, black cabbage, game gravy – www.boisdale.co.uk
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JB’s starter was Seared Scottish scallop with slow roast piglet, Romanesco, kohlrabi and braised
fennel – www.boisdale.co.uk

I had my own flashback, having
played against Dulwich aged 15 and
specifically, opposite Andrew Sheridan
(later England loose-head prop) who
genuinely looked about 25 years old at
that time. JB recalled, “The whole gym
work started just as I was playing. I
played with Harry Aikines-Aryeety (Rio
Olympian in the 100m) and everyone

their wingers are just the same size as
their No. 8’s.”
We went on to speak about rugby for
some time before remembering that we
were meant to be discussing venison!
As a reminder, we were now at the
table eating Boisdale’s own venison
special. I asked JB why in particular
this had struck a chord with him, “I

Wild venison also means stalking and
the public don’t like the sound of that.

wondered what he was eating and what
training he was doing. He had never
actually been to the gym! But they
began running gym programs for the
first time at London Irish when I was
15. The game has just evolved so much
now and the days of Mike Catt have
gone. I think it’s because the Southern
Hemisphere teams are naturally big,

remember walking in the woods at the
farm and seeing the wild deer. I didn’t
know venison farming existed at that
time, I just assumed it was all wild?
Over time I have developed a huge
love for venison and am in the process
of starting a deer farm in Scotland.”
As it happens, I knew about deer
farming from a long lunch I had with
36

Mike Robinson, owner of the Harwood
Arms and venison farmer himself, but
I wondered if JB like me felt the public
was still a bit in the dark? JB summed
up the situation, “60% to 70% of our
venison is still imported and there
seems to be no support for farmers
here, which is nuts! It’s partly because
venison farming is an expensive
business to start up, there are lots
of initial costs, especially fencing.
This means most of our consumed
venison is wild at the moment, which
also means stalking. Number one,
the public don’t like the sound of
that. Number two, it takes time. The
perception of venison is that it’s a
‘gentleman’s pastime’, that you need
land or an estate. This is just not true,
we need ‘farm parks’ to normalise the
production of venison and create some
consistency, higher welfare standards
and a great product. At the moment,
the readily available sources of protein
we have in supermarkets are easier to
farm; chicken, beef and lamb. They are
all easier to manoeuvre and maintain.
Even when venison is farmed they
remain a wild animal and they aren’t
the friendliest of creatures!”
I guess the big question is what
impact JB himself is having on our
eating habits. It’s a laudable cause
and presumably the farming industry
is keen to have him on board? “A lot
of people in the farming industry will
not have necessarily heard of or know
of JLS, so it’s just about bridging that
gap and talking about what they are
passionate about. It seems to have
been well received and I have had a
lot of support, I have done a few pieces
with Countryfile now. Adam Henson
has been very supportive. He took me
up to his own farm, to see what he
does and exploring what I would be
interested in.” We both agreed that
attitudes towards food were changing,
thanks in part to high profile campaigns
from
Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall
and others. Ultimately, it all begins at
home and JB agreed, “I cook a lot and
tell Ace where the food has come from,
there comes a point when you have to
understand that process. You have to
appreciate it and not just turn up, see
food on a plate and eat it.”
I truly hope the industry embraces
JB’s efforts and encourages the
consumer. No doubt his past career will
engage an audience of potential venison
customers, in a way our celebrity chefs
simply cannot and this should be
encouraged. Boisdale certainly wishes
him the best and not least because he’s
thoroughly good company.

GOLDEN ALE
& pine aromas

/s p i t f i r e a l e

Tropical fruit, citrus
S W E E T M A LT B A S E

Challenger, Centennial
SOFT BITTER FINISH

and Saaz hops
4 .1 %
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A HISTORY LESSON WITH
BERNARD CORNWELL
Bernard arrives at Boisdale, immediately after a full day of interviews at the BBC. Many will be familiar with the famous
adaptation of his ‘Sharpe’ novels, the title character famously portrayed by Sean Bean on ITV. Bernard is back with ‘The Last
Kingdom’ a new series that began last year on the BBC, the 10th book ‘The Flame Bearer’ was published earlier this year. A
second TV series co-produced this time by Netflix (after the exit of BBC America) has been announced for a 2017 release.
WORDS BY ARABEL WINDSOR-HOYE
ernard arrives on the terrace
of Boisdale of Belgravia and
immediately lights his favoured
Villiger cigar before ordering a pint,
funny, I had him down as a wine man.
But I suspect a proper English pint is
welcome, for the long-term resident of
Cape Cod, Massachusetts. His intellect is
immediately obvious, spurred on by our
own Editors’ enthusiasm for history. Over
the next few hours, I endeavour politely
to steer them both through some actual
questions and believe me, have hours of
tape on long-forgotten battles, kings, and
conquerors, as the two of them wandered
through the centuries.
Indeed, our Editor Ranald Macdonald
opens with, “Bernard, my family were
kings of Dalriada, have you ever looked
into the Kingdom of Dalriada?” Cue the
perfect riposte, “I was more interested in
the Kingdom of Bernicia, my family were
the Kings of Bernicia.” Bernard goes on to
add, “Well yes, I do know about Dalriada,
but the history of Scotland is almost as
tangled as the history of Ireland. I sent
Uhtred to Ireland in the previous book
before I thought, ‘fuck this, let get him
out of here’, and so he stays one night and
then goes!”
Uhtred is of course the reason we
have met. ‘The Last Kingdom’ TV series,
which you might have seen on the BBC
this year (now available on Netflix, I urge
you to watch this weekend) was a great
success, inspired by the books Bernard
began writing in 2004. I asked Bernard if
we could talk about his new book a bit,
a continuation of the series. “The books
are about the making of England, because
nobody in England really knows. If you’d
been born in 850, the name England
would mean nothing to you and yet 100
years later there’s a country. I put a slightly
capricious date on it of 937, no that’s not
capricious, that is true, it was at the battle
of Brunanburh (Ed. Note: Fought in 937
between Æthelstan, King of England and
an alliance of Olaf Guthfrithson, King of
Dublin; Constantine, King of Scotland;
and Owen, King of Strathclyde.) When
the army of Wessex, who by now has
reconquered Mercia and taken East

Bernard Cornwell on the beach outside his home in Cape Cod, Massachusetts

Anglia, face a massive army of the Scots,
the Irish Vikings and the Northumbrian
Vikings and win. For the first time all the
four countries which were inhabited by

Ranald was nodding along intently;
meanwhile I was feeling a bit like Uhtred
stuck in an Irish historical drama.
To mask my obliviousness, I (rather

There is nothing I can teach the people that
made Downton Abbey about making drama.

Saxons or Angles or Jutes, who spoke
roughly the same language of English,
were united. It’s named England after the
language, not after the Saxons who won
it – we should really be ‘Saxonland’ I
suppose – it’s an extraordinary story.”
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cleverly I thought) asked why we didn’t
particularly get taught this history at
school? “No, children aren’t taught this
and yet that is how England is created,
but it’s going to face lots of vicissitudes.
Obviously the Danes are going to come

back and they are going to conquer it
again. But what they conquer is one
country. After that, King Canute is the
King of England, the point is, there was
no England until Æthelstan, who was
King Arthur’s grandson, made it and
that’s the story.”
A major theme of the book is the
adoption of Uhtred by Danish Vikings, I
asked Bernard if his own upbringing and
adoption had been a prompt for writing,
“When I was 58 I met my real father for
the first time, my birth father, in Canada.
His name was Uhtred. He said to me on
about the second or third time we met,
‘look we’ve got this family tree’. I looked
at in amazement because it went all the
way back to the 6th Century and ‘Ida
the Flame Bearer’ (Ed. Note: ‘The Flame
Bearer’ is the title of Bernard’s 10th and
latest book in The Last Kingdom series
– although it’s not about Ida). Ida was
an Angle, who I assume came across
the sea from Jutland. He conquered
what is now Bamburgh Castle and then
forges a kingdom for himself, which was
called Bernicia. His grandson Æðelfriþ
married a queen called Bebba and they
named the fort after her, Bebbanburgh –
which became Bamburgh through sound
changes. So Bernicia in fact, the place
of which my ancestors were kings, was
much of lowland Scotland and northern
Northumberland… and it hasn’t been so
well governed since!”
This of course begs the question of why
Bernard isn’t a modern-day landowner,
spending his weekends shooting or
sipping champagne in Newcastle’s FC’s
Directors’ box! “Well, in 1016 it was
stolen from us. The then Uhtred had fallen
out with King Canute. Earl Godwin, who
was a Saxon ally of Canute’s, said ‘I will
arrange a peace conference.’ Uhtred rather
foolishly goes to this peace conference,
where he is ambushed and killed. So the
castle passed out of our hands. About 8
years ago I met the present owner, who’s
wonderful, a lovely man. I said, ‘look, let’s
be honest, this was ours and it was stolen
from us. If you have a shed of honesty… a
shed of decency… you’ll give it back!’ He
in turn said, ‘…let me get you the heating
bills.’ Francis Armstrong, the present
owner was adopted, like me. What I
didn’t know is that although adopted
children can inherit the estate, they can’t
inherit the title – what the fuck! I think
that’s absolutely terrible, he doesn’t seem
to care at all. But I was offended by that.
As Edmund says in King Lear, ‘Now, God,
stand up for bastards.’ I don’t know why
we shouldn’t get the fucking title, I’d like
to be Lord something or other.”
I particularly enjoyed the BBC
adaptation and knew that Bernard had

begun his career in television, working
in current affairs programs for 11 years.
I asked how involved he was in the
adaptation process from book to screen?
“I didn’t get involved, not in the least,
I deliberately don’t. I take the view that
there is nothing I can teach the people
that made Downton Abbey about making
drama. They have constraints that I don’t
have, the budgetary constraints and time
constraints. In eight hours they have to
produce two books, well two books is

few minutes). Ranald suggests there’s
a bit of a class war running through
Sharpe? “Yes absolutely, intentionally.
Wellington claimed to disapprove of
ever promoting a man taken from ranks,
‘they always take to drink’ he said. But
he did occasionally and by the time of
Waterloo I think 15% of the officers of
the British Army were up from the ranks,
they simply couldn’t fill the gaps of the
regiments without them.”
Conversation and drinks are really

Trying to pin the Celts down,
is like pinning down quicksilver.

280,000 words or more, so let them do
what they do best and shut up, keep out
and say thank you!”
Ranald can’t resist steering the
conversation back to Scotland and asks,
“What about the history of the Celts, the
marriage of Scotia?” Bernard has a strong
response, “I don’t even know if the Celts
even existed. I mean the Celts claimed
to have been everywhere and done
everything, trying to pin them down is
like pinning down quicksilver.” I am
now keen to stave off a long Celtic debate,
given two clear sides have emerged pretty
quickly (!), so to that end I asked Bernard
if we could talk about his most famous
character, Sharpe. “Yes, wonderful
Sharpe, Sean Bean, he was magnificent.
He’s 'gruuumpy!' (Ed. Note: Several Sean
Bean impressions fill the tape for the next

flowing by now and as we jump around
Admiral Cochrane comes up (Ed Note:
Admiral Thomas Cochrane, 10th Earl
of Dundonald, Marquess of Maranhão
– a daring British captain during the
Napoleonic Wars, leading Napoleon to
nickname him Le Loup des Mers, 'The
Sea Wolf', he was successful in virtually
all his naval actions.) We ask Bernard for
his thoughts, “God yes, I love Cochrane,
have you seen the photo of him in old
age? There is a photograph of Cochrane
taken when he was about 80 and you still
wouldn’t want to face him in a dark alley,
I mean god he looks fearsome. The story
of when he’s thrown out of the Order of
the Bath is wonderful, when they hack off
the spurs and get a proxy to stand in for
him, Cochrane was as mad as a hatter but
he was wonderful, he is one of the great,

Bernard Cornwell’s two most famous protagonists, Sergeant Richard Sharpe played by Sean Bean and
Uhtred of Bebbanburg, played by the actor Alexander Dreymon in The Last Kingdom
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great characters. He takes a French manof-war, from basically a rowing boat.”
A few authors have been through
the Boisdale threshold now and we are
always intrigued by what they enjoy
reading, Bernard’s response was no less
illuminating, “John Sanford, but I’ll
make a confession, if you spend your life
writing historical novels, the last thing
you want to do in your spare time is read
historical novels. The one exception I
make is George MacDonald Fraser, who
you can’t beat. I grew up reading the
Bible, I was adopted into a strange sect
called the Peculiar People but I did find
Hornblower when I was about 12, so that
saved me.”
Is doing the research a huge chunk
of your time? “It’s a life-long thing. I
started reading about Napoleon when
I was 15 or 16. One thing that really
comes across in the Sharpe books is the
respect everyone had on the British side
for Napoleon. They want a glimpse of
him and they admire him. On one hand
you can say Napoleon is pretty frightful,
in as much as he caused the deaths of
tens of millions of people. But he’s a
fascinating man, did you read Andrew
Robert's biography that came out last
year, ‘Napoleon the Great’? I mean
Andrew is completely struck by him
and he was an incredible enlightening
man, an interesting man. I think that
the problem with Napoleon was he was
in love with war and he only really felt
alive when he was going to war. He did
brilliant things, the Code Napoleon,
the way that he had toleration for the
Jews, all sorts of wonderful, liberal,
enlightened things that he was very
good at… but he just got bored by it!
I honestly don’t know whether this is

apocryphal or not, but I love it all the
same, it’s one of those stories that if it’s
not true it ought to be true. So it goes,
during the retreat from Moscow that he
is about to get terrible press in Paris, he
has just thrown away the Grand Armée,
so he sends a letter saying would the
dancers of the Paris ballet please dance
with bare legs – so that Paris will talk of
nothing else!”
On lighter matters, Bernard is an actor
in his hometown and a rugby fan, he
endeavours to keep up with the 6 Nations
in his local Irish pub, The Prohibition. I
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was fatal because within two days, that
was it – he was Richard Sharpe - who I
gather was rather flattered!”
We end the interview with were it all
began. There’s a rather famous moment
when Bernard’s writing career took off, I’m
sure he’s told the story a thousand times
but I pressed him for it regardless, “I was
invited to New York to see some friends
and it was the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parade. It must have been Central Park
West and we were standing on a balcony,
I had the biggest Bloody Mary I have ever
seen in my life and the all-American
high school band is marching beneath
us playing selections from Oklahoma. A
voice behind me said, ‘They do this sort
of thing frightfully well don’t they’, so
being a brilliant conversationalist I say,
‘Oh you’re English?’ and he says, ‘Yes,
I’m a literary agent.’ I said, ‘Well I’ve
just written a book’ – ‘Oh fuck!’ he says,
turns around and walks away. I followed
him into the room, and I grabbed him a
second time saying I’ve got an offer on
my book – that’s when you see the fruit
machine eyes, there’s money. ‘How much
he said?’ I said, ‘£3,000 world rights’ –
‘Then it must be a fucking awful book!’
he says and walks away. I got him a third
time and I almost went on one knee and
said please, please, read my book and he
replied, ‘Dear boy, if I must, meet me at
the oyster bar at Grand Central Station
at midday tomorrow.’ So I went in at
midday and gave him the book and then
went back home. He phoned me at 7

For50 years,
we’ve measured success
just one way:
We only win when
our clients win.
There was a time when investment bankers were trusted partners and
advisors to their clients. The goal was simple: relentlessly commit to
your clients; be hardworking and humble; stay unconflicted in your work

Would the dancers of the Paris ballet please dance
with bare legs – so that Paris will talk of nothing else!

and uncompromising in your values. The rest will take care of itself.
Our success proves there’s still room in the world for a firm that embraces
an approach that has stood the test of time: Clients First –Always.

SM

asked if the Sharpe character was really
named after a rugby player? “What
happened was, when I began to write
Sharpe it was all rather desperate because
I met Judy (Bernard’s wife) and had
gone to America but couldn’t get a work
permit. So I said, ‘It’s alright darling,
I will write a book.’ I knew I wanted to
write Hornblower on land, which is
what the genesis of Sharpe was and I was
looking for a name like Hornblower but
just couldn’t find one. So I wrote a few
chapters with xxxx and of course that
looked horrible, so I thought ok I will
call him after Richard Sharpe until I find
a name (Ed Note: Richard Sharpe, born
1938, was a former Cornish rugby player
at Redruth R.F.C., then Wasps FC, Bristol
FC and England [14 caps]). Of course that
40

o’clock and said, ‘How much money do
you want for this book?’ I had no idea
what to say, so I made up a figure and
within two weeks I had a seven-book
contract. I love the man!”
Bernard must be counted as one of the
world's greatest historical fiction authors.
With the success of ‘The Last Kingdom’
and advent of box-set binging, a new
generation will grow up seeking out his
cannon of work. His battles scenes are
some of the best in the business. I ended
by asking Bernard’s wife Judy whether
she enjoyed reading his books, Bernard
jumps in with his own response, “I
heard a friend of Judy’s once asking her
if she read my books, her response was ‘I
do, but I skip the battles.’ Bloody quick
read that, darling!”
©2016 Jefferies LLC. In the United Kingdom, Jefferies International Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE CITY OF LONDON?
WORDS BY ROGER BOOTLE
CHAIRMAN, CAPITAL ECONOMICS
he City of London is supposedly
under threat, and with it so much
of London’s prosperity. Roger
Bootle questions whether we should be
seriously worried?

THE RISE TO GREATNESS
From the beginning, London was
international. As the capital of Roman
Britain, it acted as some sort of financial
centre, facilitating trade with other parts
of the Roman Empire passing up and
down the Thames.
After the Norman Conquest, London
was a major centre for merchants and
financiers dealing with other parts of
the Plantagenet Empire and beyond.
Subsequently, Italian bankers from
Lombardy with connections across
the whole of Europe and further afield
established themselves in the City and
gave their name to one of our most famous
banking thoroughfares - Lombard Street.
The seventeenth century was the
time when modern finance really got
going in the City, borrowing ideas,
practices and people from what we
now call the Netherlands, which was
the financial leader at the time, as well
as giving a home to many Huguenots
fleeing persecution in France. From the
establishment of the Bank of England
in 1694, the City’s markets grew and
grew, financing governments, facilitating
England’s trade with Europe and catering
for the multifarious trading and financial
needs of our burgeoning empire.
During the nineteenth century,
London was at the centre of the Gold
Standard, under which umpteen
countries around the world fixed their
currencies to gold. London supplied
huge amounts of capital, not only to the
countries of the empire but also to the
United States, Latin America and just
about everywhere else.
In the early twentieth century, things
changed. The UK abandoned the Gold
Standard in 1914 and again in 1931
(having returned to it briefly in 1925).
New York rose in prominence, while
London was hammered by the massive
financial and economic losses that
the UK sustained in two world wars.
Moreover, after the Second World War,
the UK operated exchange controls,
which hampered London’s ability to be
an international financial centre.

Not long afterwards, the City started
to spread out geographically from its
original home in the ancient streets
surrounding the Bank of England.
Today The City has an eastern branch in
Canary Wharf and a western branch in
Mayfair and St James’s, where so many
hedge funds are now based. And there
is even the odd outpost in the environs
of Belgravia. When we now speak of ‘the
City’, we mean all these different parts as
though they were an integrated whole –
which I suppose they are.

THREATS TO PROSPERITY
This varied history should make it
clear that the City’s success is far from
God-given or inevitable. And it is possible
to imagine it fading. But it also reveals

challenges – or even all three rolled
into one – will undermine the City.
It is still far from clear how serious
will be the downside from the loss of
passporting rights. At one extreme, there
is the possibility that umpteen foreign
banks will up sticks and relocate to
Paris, Frankfurt or Dublin. At the other,
is the possibility that most financial
institutions, including banks, will find
a way to transfer the bare minimum of
jobs and activity to their existing or new
continental or Irish operations while
continuing to retain the bulk of their
European operations in London.
I believe that the outcome is likely to
be close to this second extreme. London’s
advantages are enormous. First, there
is the time zone, with London sitting
comfortably between the Asian centres

Not even the Mayor of Frankfurt,
could claim that it is the world’s most exciting city.
Half of European investment banking activity is conducted in London. Over 250 foreign banks have offices here,
London manages 80% of hedge fund assets under management in Europe, 90% of European prime brokerage and
holds the lead in global cross-border bank lending, foreign exchange and OTC derivatives trading

Mind you, that did not stop London
becoming the centre of the euro-dollar
market as billions of US dollars were
deposited in London in order to get
round restrictions that had been placed
on banks in the United States by the US
Federal Reserve.
When Margaret Thatcher became
Prime Minister in 1979, she embarked
on a programme of reforms to bolster
the forces of competition, including the

stockjobbers and clients; merchant
banks dealt with corporate finance and
fund management. The big boys were
the clearing banks, but they stayed
out of high finance and supplied plain
vanilla financial services to individuals
and companies. (Perhaps we would all
be better off if they had stuck to this
restricted sphere of operations.)
All this came to an end with the socalled Big Bang of October 1986, the

Nor are London’s competitor cities
paragons of virtue.

abolition of exchange controls. London
was on its way back.
But for a few years yet it remained
pretty sleepy. Different types of financial
institution
had
different,
closely
circumscribed, roles. Stockjobbers made
markets in stocks and shares but weren’t
allowed to deal directly with clients;
stockbrokers intermediated between
42

thirtieth anniversary of which has just
passed. This was one of the Thatcher
government’s most momentous reforms.
It did away with the various distinctions
between different institutions and
allowed something like a financial freefor-all. After this we were in the era of the
so called ‘investment’ bank, and umpteen
investment bankers flooded into London.

something of the City’s resilience. There
are now three major threats hanging
over the city’s future. The first is quite
simply that London could cease to be an
attractive place to do business, because
the British government administers it
and the wider UK badly, and/or due to a
deterioration in the London environment
beyond the government’s control.
The second threat is the possibility
that, just as has happened with so much
of our manufacturing industry, the City
loses its edge to newer competitors
around the world, especially in Asia.
The answer to these first two threats
emerges from consideration of the third
and most serious challenge, which
derives from the UK’s vote to leave the
EU. Here, the vital issues concern socalled ‘passporting rights’, which allow
a financial institution with operations
in an EU member country to ply its
trade in all other member countries of
the EU without having operations in
them. Banks from all around the world,
including the US, Japan and Switzerland,
have set up operations in London as a
springboard into the European market.
After Brexit, unless some special deal
is done to maintain passporting rights,
this will no longer be possible. This has
raised the spectre of a mass exodus of
banks from the City.
In practice, I think that none of these

and the United States. This is one factor
that makes it difficult for an Asian (or
Middle-Eastern) city to usurp London’s
role. Admittedly, this is an advantage
that Frankfurt, Paris and Dublin also
share. But they don’t share all the others,
starting with the English language
(although I suppose the Irish would
claim that they share this one).
Then there is the English legal system
which is recognised throughout the
world as the best basis for finance and
commerce. Next, comes the amazing
web of support services including,
accountancy, the law, actuaries, software
experts, printers – and even economists.
Moreover, the British government and
the Bank of England are widely trusted as
supervisors and regulators – even though
the financial crisis of 2007/9 tested
that trust to its limits. Admittedly, the
government could do more to improve
our infrastructure and housing supply
but neither is as bad as the critics suggest
and both are set to improve. Nor are
London’s competitor cities paragons of
virtue in these respects.
Meanwhile, overarching all this is
the panoply of other attractions that
make London, not just a great city, but
the global capital: the theatre, cinema,
music, opera, restaurants, galleries,
museums, parks, buildings and shops. I
don’t know if you, the reader, have ever

been to Frankfurt. (I won’t ask if you’ve
ever lived there because that would be a
contradiction in terms.) No doubt there
are many fine things about Frankfurt –
and Frankfurters. But no one, not even
the Mayor of Frankfurt, could claim that
it is the world’s most exciting city. Paris,
of course, is much more attractive. But
then you have to put up with all that
spoken French – as well as the Gauloises,
garlic, and M. Hollande’s taxes. Paris
cannot hold a candle to London.

FUTURE SUCCESS
All Londoners have a stake in the City’s
future, but few larger than the proprietor
of Boisdale’s, who has supplied us with
oases in the old City, Canary Wharf,
Belgravia and now a new venture in
Mayfair. Should he be quaking? And
should those of us who enliven our
days with more than the odd tipple at
one or other of these establishments be
savouring every moment as our last?
Far from it. The City managed to
survive the end of empire; it managed
very well after the UK came out of the
ERM; it did not suffer at all when the UK
did not join the Euro. It is hardly going
to wilt because we leave the EU. Indeed,
as the EU fades in relative importance
in the world economy, the City’s future
success will depend less on its role as
Europe’s financial capital and more
on its role as the financial centre for
the thrusting, emerging markets of the
world, including China. I am confident
that, as so often in the past, it will rise to
the challenge.

Roger Bootle is the founder and
Chairman of Capital Economics.
His latest book is “The Trouble with
Europe”, published by Nicholas Brealey
roger.bootle@capitaleconomics.com
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A RURAL RANT
Beyond reality TV, notably Channel 4’s ‘The F**king Fulfords’, Francis is a prolific writer and blogger,
his work includes the book ‘Bearing Up: The Long View’, a reflection on his experiences as a landowner.
He is particularly interested in rural economics and concerned with the countryside, rural life and its
activities, especially agriculture, forestry, rural property and field sports.
WORDS BY FRANCIS FULFORD

Francis Fulford is the owner of the manor of Great Fulford, granted to his ancestor William de Fulford by
Richard I of England about 1191, as a reward for military service on the Third Crusade

was staying in France with an
architect friend, whose natural
territory was London pavements,
and while driving through the
countryside near his house, he pointed
out a bucolic scene, a small herd of
Limousine cattle were grazing in a
buttercup covered meadow.
“Isn’t that a lovely sight” He said.
“Yes” I replied “And no thanks to
you. You’re a Fucking Vegetarian!”
It was strange. Here was a highly
intelligent man who had not understood
that the landscape he loved was caused
by the meat eating habits he loathed.
And that is the problem. Everyone,
or nearly everyone, loves the English
countryside. Everyone,
or nearly
everyone, knows absolutely fuck all about
the rural economics which caused the
landscape they love to evolve or about the
rural economics which today preserve, at
little cost, the landscape for all to enjoy.
Or more seriously the urban economics,
which puts the landscape at risk.
I already hear the ignorant scream;
“What do you mean at little cost. Don’t

farmers get paid billions of pounds in
subsidies?” Well yes they do. Some £2.5
billion in fact, which works out at some
£5,000 per farmer on average. As a matter
of interest this sum is roughly the same
size as the subsidy to the legal profession
via Legal Aid but considerably less than

developed world, excluding New
Zealand, receives subsidies. In other
words, in a world where there were
no subsidies, British farmers would be
able to compete without them. They
can’t because the USA, for instance,
spends around $20 billion a year on
farm subsidies and as a result, floods the
world with cheap food.
The myth of ‘greedy’ famers though, is
now embedded as a truism in most urban
man’s minds. Oddly, often, this is the
same ‘Urban’ man who takes subsidised
public transport to work, often spends
his spare time wandering round a free
(subsidised) art gallery and enjoys taking
his wife out on special occasions to
view heavily subsidised opera or ballet
productions. It is sad that so few of the
critics of the farming world are aware of
the words of Jesus: “Hypocrite, cast out
first the beam out of thine own eye and
then thou shalt see clearly to cast out the
mote out of your brother’s eye.”
Turning back the clock to the fifties
and sixties when I was a boy, things were
very different. Then farmers where heroes
they were all ‘hard working’ now they
are ‘greedy’, why the change? Well the
Great British Public look upon farmers
rather like the Great British Public look
on soldiers. As Rudyard Kipling wrote of
soldiers: “For it's Tommy this, an’ Tommy
that, an’ Chuck him out the brute.

average household only spends 12.5%
of its net income on food. Back in the
fifties it was over 40% and chicken was
a luxury dish! So farmers have delivered
the cheapest food in known history for
urban man’s benefit and naturally, just
like poor Tommy in Kipling’s poem,
urban man gives him no thanks for it,
rather the opposite.
But actually the biggest risk to the
bucolic English landscape we all profess
to love is not from the farmer, landowner
or forester but from urban man himself.
It is, ironically, his love of gardening and
of trees which poses the greatest threat
to the very landscape he professes to
love. Cheap garden plants are great, he
thinks. ‘Instant’ trees planted round new
developments, to help soften the raw
outline of modern architecture, are all
marvellous, he thinks. Well he is wrong.
Most of these cheap garden plants and
‘instant’ trees emanate from abroad,
principally Holland but also weirdly
sometimes as far away as China.
In the run up to the Brexit vote various
so called conservation bodies, like the
RSPB, urged people to vote Remain in
order to protect the ‘environment.’ Well
the EU was and is the single biggest
threat to the Bio-security of these
islands because the EU insists that
we give ‘free movement’ not only to
people but to plants. The result to date
is impressive. Over the last decade we
have imported; Red Band Needle Blight
in a consignment of Corsican pine from
Holland; Phytophthora Ramorum, a
disease which attacks larch trees and
rhododendrons, in viburnum plants
emanating from a nursery in China;
Chalara, a disease which will, in time,
wipe out most of the Ash trees in this

£ Million

Nearly everyone, knows absolutely fuck
all about rural economics.

the subsidy to the BBC, via the License
Fee. I once watched Jeremy Paxman
interrogating the hapless head of the
National Farmers Union on the subject
of Farm subsidies. “Why should farmers
get paid subsidies” snarled Paxman at
the poor man who goggled and burbled,
under the great interrogators stare.
Actually the answer was simple.
Because every other farmer in the
44

country once again courtesy of nurseries
in Holland; and finally – once again
our thanks go to the nursery trade in
Holland – a particularly nasty bug called
The Oak Processionary Moth, who’s tiny
hairs, if they fall on naked skin, can have
extremely unpleasant results.
The only good news about the Oak
Processionary Moth is that it is mainly
in London parks and other part of the
S.E. England, so if you are wondering
why oak trees in your favourite park are
fenced off now you know and perhaps
now you might put some pressure on our

Politicians love talking about the need
to ‘protect the environment’. Charities
like the RSPB love railing against wicked
farmers and landowners for allegedly
destroying habitats, the Woodland Trust
produces acres of extremely dubious
publicity about the dangers to ancient
woodland but all are strangely silent
on the biggest single threat posed to
our woods and landscape, which is the
virtual uncontrolled imports of plants
and trees.
Brexit gives us an opportunity to draw
up the drawbridge on the International

The myth of ‘greedy’ famers though, is now
embedded as a truism in most urban man’s minds.

political masters to stop the importation
of oak trees from Holland.
Actually this rant against the
International plant Trade is not that of
a ‘Little Englander,’ Europe is suffering
as well. So the olive groves of Southern
Italy, some with ancient trees a thousand
years or more old, are being wrecked by
disease called Xyella blight, imported it
is thought, on ornamental plants from
Costa Rica. The Palm Trees, which add
so much grandeur to the promenades of
the South of France, are under severe
attack from a moth imported in a cargo
of palm trees from Argentina and from
a weevil imported in a consignment of
palm trees from S.E. Asia.

Plant Trade just as Australia and New
Zealand have done and thus protect the
unique biodiversity of these islands.
But this will only happen if ignorant
politicians are made aware that the
public is happy to give up its addiction
to cheap plants in supermarket foyers.
Similarly, planners and architects
should be told they can no longer screen
their new developments with imported
semi-mature trees. Needless to say,
this will only happen if the general
public make a fuss, as there are very
strong interest groups out there who
are making enormous profits out of the
international plant trade and will fight
hard to maintain the status quo.

TRENDS IN ORNAMENTAL PLANT VALUE
AND IMPORTS BY COUNTRY
VALUE OF HOME PRODUCED ORNAMENTALS

% OF UK IMPORTS BY VALUE

But it’s saviour of is country when the
guns begin to shoot.”
Back in the fifties and sixties when
successive Governments were obsessed
with defending the value of the pound,
farmers played their part with a
vengeance increasing productivity year
on year, thus ‘saving’ valuable foreign
exchange and were held up as models
for other industries to copy. Today the
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NON-DOMS TAKE NOTE
Boisdale Restaurants has been an eclectic mix of customers for decades, including more
than a few Non-Doms. We asked Katharine Arthur, a partner with chartered accountants and
tax advisers, haysmacintyre (and business advisers to Boisdale!) for an update.
WORDS BY KATHARINE ARTHUR
PARTNER, HAYSMACINTYRE
hile the impact on individuals
and businesses of the Brexit
referendum may not be clear
for some time, the UK’s relationship
with non-UK domiciled residents has
been fundamentally overhauled with
wide ranging new rules being applied
from April 2017.
Non-UK domicile status has long
presented a favourable tax treatment for
UK resident individuals whose home
is outside the UK, with protection
from UK tax for overseas income, gains
and assets. Presently, an individual is
deemed UK domiciled for inheritance
tax when they have been resident
for 17 out of the last 20 tax years and
income tax and capital gains tax do
not currently have a deemed domicile
rule. From April 2017, non-domiciled
taxpayers who have been UK residents
for more than 15 of the last 20 tax years
will be deemed UK domiciled for all tax
purposes, with those deemed domiciled
taxable on worldwide income and
gains, and worldwide assets will
be subject to inheritance tax. It will

basis of tax, under which an individual
can elect to be taxed only on offshore
income and gains if they are brought to
the UK, will no longer be available to
long term UK residents.
There will, in parallel, be significant
changes to the tax of offshore trusts,
particularly where there are UK resident
beneficiaries. Trusts will continue to
provide protection from UK tax, where
assets are settled before an individual
becomes deemed domiciled.
All long term UK residents should
review their financial and property
affairs now, to allow time for the
restructuring of assets and income
streams before 5 April 2017. There will
be an opportunity for those affected
by the change in rules to “rebase”
overseas -assets and to “clean up”
mixed funds (offshore accounts where
capital, income or gains have not
been segregated) to ease remittances
to the UK. Some individuals are even
considering a move out of the UK in
order to break their deemed domicile.
Even for those who retain their

Dwellings (ATED). Inheritance Tax will
be due when a specifically defined
chargeable event occurs, including the
death of an individual shareholder or
the tenth anniversary of the trust.
The definition of ‘excluded property’
will be amended so that it no longer
includes shares in companies which
derive their value from UK residential
property.
Helped by the falling pound, UK
residential property continues to be
an attractive asset class for offshore
investors, despite recent increases to
Stamp Duty Land Tax, the ATED regime
and the threat of the introduction of IHT
for all properties. Beneficial owners
of UK residential property should
review the structure through which the
property is held and plan for the 40%
tax charge which will apply from April
next year.

Non-doms may find themselves as of April 2017
considered domiciled for tax purposes.

however continue to take four years
non-UK tax residence to break your
deemed domicile when you leave the
UK, and UK domiciled taxpayers who
move abroad and take up an overseas
domicile will be taxed as UK domiciled
immediately they return and become
UK resident again.
So, non-doms may find themselves
as of April 2017 considered domiciled
for tax purposes, with far reaching
consequences on their personal wealth
and business assets. The remittance

foreign domicile, the UK Government
has introduced a new tax source as of
April 2017 when all UK residential
property held directly or indirectly
(perhaps through a company, trust or
partnership) by a foreign domiciled
taxpayer will be subject to inheritance
tax at 40% (subject to a nil rate band
of only £325,000). There will be
no exemption for let or occupied
properties, nor will any de minimis
limit apply as currently with properties
subject to the Annual Tax on Enveloped
46

Katharine Arthur is head of tax
at chartered accountants and tax
advisers, haysmacintyre. She advises
individuals, businesses and trusts
on all aspects of tax compliance
responsibilities
and
planning
opportunities. Katharine is a
member of the Taxation Committee
of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland.
www.haysmacintyre.com
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HOW AMERICA CREATED
TRUMPENSTIEN
Political heavyweight Bruce Anderson examines the extraordinary circumstances that contributed
to the election of Donald Trump as the 45th President-elect of the United States of America.
WORDS BY BRUCE ANDERSON

Donald Trump’s, ‘The Art of the Deal’ was first published in 1987 and included the following reference, “I play to people’s fantasies. People may not always think
big themselves, but they can still get very excited by those who do. That’s why a little hyperbole never hurts. People want to believe that something is the biggest
and the greatest and the most spectacular. I call it truthful hyperbole.”

What all the wise men promised has
not happened, and what the damned
fools said would happen, has come
to pass.' In personality and experience,
Donald Trump is the least qualified
man ever to be elected as President of
the United States. And there is a further
oddity. During important campaigns,
most politicians try to impress voters
with their good qualities. They show off
their Boy Scout badges for helping old
ladies cross the road and generally exude
sympathy. In the States, where tolerance
levels of mawkishness are much higher
than in the cynical old world, the rhetoric
can become unbearably saccharine. Well,
let us be fair to Mr Trump. He does not
do mawk. He made no attempt to project
his good side. At least, one assumes that

he did not. If that was his good side, God
help us. He prevailed - the only way it
could have happened - because he was
up against one of the least attractive
characters ever to run for high office.
Hillary Clinton can console herself. She
did win the Presidency: for Mr Trump.
This election has left America bitterly
divided. Half the voters are gloating, the
other half are in mourning. E pluribus
unum: out of many, one. That great
motto has never been less true. One
half of America seems to think that the
others are effete liberals who hate the
USA, are obsessed by lesbianism and
homosexuality and have encouraged
uncontrolled immigration to help them
to change the character of the country and
complete the trashing of its values. The
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response, often from Hollywood, is that
much of middle America is populated by
homicidal right wingers who are obsessed
by guns and God, and that anyone who
ventures outside a Liberal enclave will
suffer the Easy Riders' fate.
Both sides are missing a truth which
ought to be self-evident. If you travel
away from the big cities, you will find
thousands of miles of America full of
dullness and decency. That is the real
middle America: people who want to
bring up their children to have proper
standards, to be good parents, employees
and citizens; to grow up saluting their
flag, proud of their country. It would be a
good idea if Americans stopped shouting
at each other, started listening to one
another and recovered their respect for

their fellow Americans.
That is not going to happen any time
soon. There is too much bafflement.
Above all, there is too much anger.
There is an obvious solution: a
President like Ronald Reagan who could
make most of his fellow-countrymen feel
good about themselves. When arguments
did break out, he was almost like a
grandfather, deploying calmness, wisdom
and humour to take the heat out of family
squabbles. 'My fellow Americans:' when
he said those words, he meant them and
most of his fellow-Americans knew it.
That does not sound like Donald
Trump, and there is a further problem.
No-one seems to know what Mr Trump
is really like: what he actually believes.
Take, for instance, his opposition to
abortion. How sincere is that? Suppose inconceivable I know - but just suppose
that he once fell short of the rectitude
that we would take for granted in such
a moral individual. Suppose that the
girl became pregnant. Would the new
President have tried to insist that there
was no alternative: that the child must
be born? Somehow, that seems unlikely.
He has made statements implying some
recognition of the need for national unity.
They did not carry conviction.
So what is he now thinking? Is he in
a mood to proclaim his invincibility: to
insist that he is a genius who needs no
advice from anyone. Or is he uneasily
aware that he has taken on an immense
challenge and that he will need to recruit
some of the finest right-wing American
brains to help. Or does it go further than

enjoy at least the same standard of living
as the European middle-middle classes.
Cars, room to build houses which would
quickly fill with white goods, supermarkets full of steak: even if Europeans
were repelled by the vulgarity, this was
an affluent society. Its workers' jobs not
only paid well, they brought status.
Industrial American was the walking-

No-one seems to know what Mr Trump
is really like: what he actually believes.

tall, consuming mightily, ten-gallon hat
refutation of European socialism. Then it
all gradually went wrong.
Globalisation began to bite. Other
people learned how to make steel and
automobiles. Once-great companies – US
Steel, Bethlehem Steel, General Motors,
Chrysler – all crumbled in face of the
new challenges. America had not lost its
entrepreneurial flair. It still leads the world
in high-tech. But the old-tech which had
provided the good jobs and the high wages
for Hank Hard-Hat and Joe Six-Pack, all
that went the way of the herds of bison
which had once streamed across the Great
Plains. America's industrial heartland, the
former underpinning for economic power
and military might, was transformed into
the rust belt. Steinbeck was back.

You could call it breathtaking, brilliant or barking.
But it is hard to see where this will all end.

that. Is he now thinking – 'what the fuck
have I done?' Let us hope that it is the
second of those, with a few drops of the
third to stiffen the cocktail. Because there
is one point on which we can be certain.
Mr Trump has aroused expectations
which he cannot gratify. He has wrapped
himself in an impossible agenda – so how
is he going to talk his way out of that?
Until the 1960s, most Americans
were entitled to feel that they lived in
an enviably successful country. The
miseries of the thirties, as chronicled by
John Steinbeck, were becoming remote
memories. Even men who went to work
in blue overalls and hard hats could

have to do something about immigration,
short of building a wall. But the people
who voted for him in order to keep the
Mexicans in Mexico will be watching and
counting. Nor is it clear how he can cope
with the pressures of globalisation. He
sometimes talks as if he would be happy
to start a trade war. If he is tempted in that
direction, he should study the history of

Plenty else was going wrong. Many of
the cities were full of crime and violence.
Illegal immigrants were pouring across
the borders. To the hard-hat classes, it
increasingly seemed that their social
elite was only interested in the so-called
social problems of those who had made a
mess of their own lives, while inflicting
harm on other people. The hard-hats
were losing their jobs. They also felt that
they were losing their country. That is
why Donald Trump carried Wisconsin,
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania - and
the White House. His voters want their
country back.
So how is he to satisfy them? He will

the 1930s and ponder the relationship
between protectionism and poverty. Mr
Trump would like to revive a popular
song from the Roosevelt era: 'Happy days
are here again.' It is easy to sing. But how
can he turn a song into a strategy? There
are no obvious solutions.
The same is true of foreign affairs.
The President of the United States is
also the leader of the free world. So how
is he going to discharge that awesome
responsibility? There is no evidence that
he has the first idea. Foreign policy has
never been more complex. Is this a man
who does complexity? Let us hope he
will astonish us all.
At present, however, there is an
inescapable conclusion. In a world beset
by uncertainty, anxiety and the constant
threat of conflict and chaos: a world
whose difficulties might daunt Einstein,
Wittgenstein and Frankenstein - the
Americans have chosen a prototype of
Frankenstein's monster. Exciting times
lie ahead.

Bruce Anderson is a political
columnist. Formerly political editor
at The Spectator and contributor to
the Daily Mail, he also writes for The
Independent and Conservative Home.
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THE CENTRAL BANKERS: BOON OR BANE?

determining more than perhaps they
know, the usual energy of stock markets
is being suppressed. Almost 80% of
actively-managed unit trusts in the
Europe ex-UK sector now have a bias
towards expensive stocks. Large-cap
stocks such as Nestlé, Unilever, AB
InBev, SAP and Novo Nordisk all trade
on high multiples of their earnings,
given their (modest) growth. ‘Value’
stocks languish unloved.
That is at least a misallocation of
capital – and a lot of it. The world’s
stock markets are roughly $69 trillion
in size and trade about $191 billion in
volume per day. Yet one would be brave
– and foolish? – to bet against the central
banks. As long as they go on printing,
distortions will continue. If you believe
that capitalism can cure itself, if it is
allowed to, there’s nothing else for it but
to turn to the enormous consolation in
life that WH Auden affords:

Central bankers continue to print money as if there were no proverbial tomorrow.
But how, asks Artemis’ Ross Leckie, can this all end well?
WORDS BY ROSS LECKIE
PARTNER, ARTEMIS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
ood lads. Central banks,
arguably,
prevented
the
financial crisis of 2007-09 from
being even worse. Thanks to them, the
world avoided a global recession, or
even depression. The bankers achieved
this, though, by printing money. Now, in
theory to stimulate growth and inflation
and to defeat deflation, they’re still
printing money – and how.
Until (relatively) recently, who
had heard of such neologisms as
ZIRP (zero interest rate policy), NIRP
(negative interest rate policy) or
UFXInt (unsterilized foreign exchange
intervention)? In general, central
bankers are short on clarity but long on
IOER (interest on excess reserves), RRP
(overnight reverse repurchases) and
other arcana. That’s before anyone starts
on ARCH (Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity), MACD (Moving
Average Convergence Divergence) or
refers to the Chinese clearing house for
forex whose acronym is, er, SAFE.
One effect of the bankers’ alchemical
largesse is that nearly $13.2 trillion of
government debt round the world now
pays a negative yield. In other words,
those who own such debt actually have
to pay for the privilege. The median
10-year government bond now yields
1.26%, down from 3.87% five years ago.
The resulting good is that by paying
much less in interest, over-indebted
governments can go on maintaining, with
the anchoress Julian of Norwich, ‘that all
shall be well, and all shall be well, and all
manner of thing shall be well.’
For example, ¥2.185 trillion ($19.8
billion) of 10-year Japanese government
bonds (JGBs) reached maturity recently.
The bonds, which carried a 1.8% coupon,
had been costing Japan’s taxpayers
¥39.33 billion ($356 million) in interest
each year. The government has now
rolled that issue over into ¥2.185 trillion
of new 10-year JGBs – but these new
bonds carry a yield to maturity of minus
6.9 basis points. So for the next 10 years
the government will receive ¥1.51 billion
($13.6 million) in annual interest - as
against having had to pay $356 million
in interest each year. You could call it
breathtaking, brilliant or barking. But it is
hard to see where this will all end.

The central banks now practising NIRP
are the European Central Bank (ECB),
the Bank of Japan (BoJ), the Danmarks
Nationalbank, Sweden’s Riksbank and
the Swiss National Bank. Their states
represent a fifth of the world’s GDP. Yet
they are ‘loosening’ even as the US is
‘tightening’ (mildly); and no-one knows
where such divergence will lead. The last
time the US pushed and Europe pulled
was 21 years ago – when neither the ECB
(1 June 1998) nor the euro (1 January
1999) had completed parturition.

deficits have grown from £49 billion to
£189 billion as at 31 August.
And the desired effects, growth and
inflation? From 1965 to 1985, the GDP
of the US grew at a compound annual
growth rate of 9.2%. From 1985-2005, the
average was 5.7%. The ‘new normal’ (even
2%, anyone?) seems a pallid penumbra.
Inflation also refuses to do the bankers’
bidding. It peaked in the UK at 24.2%
in 1975 and at 14.8% in the US in 1980
(and at 500 billion percent in Zimbabwe
in 2009.) “Most measures of underlying

You could call it breathtaking, brilliant or barking.
But it is hard to see where this will all end.
The consequences are of course
considerable. For example, of the 6,000
British pension funds covered by the
Pension Protection Fund, 85% are now in
deficit. As a result of falling (government)
bond yields, the aggregate deficit has
increased by £113 billion to £408 billion
since May this year alone. For the
companies that make up the FTSE 350
index, aggregate pension scheme deficits
went up by £50 billion in August alone.
Since the end of February this year, these

Source: Yardeni Research
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inflation do not show any clear upward
trend,” the ECB admitted recently, hardly
in hyperbole. It’s an improvement on
minus 0.2% in the year to April, but even
the cognoscenti are expecting only 0.2%
by the end of this year.
For the acme of the new-style central
banking, though, one has to turn to Japan.
Over and above less unconventional
measures, the BoJ started buying
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) in
October 2010 at a ‘modest’ rate of ¥450

Source: Yardeni Research

billion per year. That was doubled in
April 2013 and increased again to ¥3.3
trillion in October 2014. In July this year
the BoJ took the ante to ¥6 trillion pa. At
this rate, by the end of next year the BoJ
will own the entire stock (¥11.5 trillion)
of Japanese ETFs – and it is already a
top-10 shareholder in 90% of Japan’s
225 biggest companies.

title “Count of the Saxon Shore”. Was
the shore “Saxon” because it had to be
defended against Saxons; or “Saxon”
because they were already there?
Likewise, the questions surrounding
the recent and continuing actions of
central bankers may just have no answers
– at least not in our lifetimes. One
consequence in the meantime for active

The problem with quantitative easing is that it
works in practice, but it doesn’t work in theory.
The effect? The Japan MSCI index (in
yen) entered a bear market in mid-January
and remains 23% below last year’s high.
The stock market isn’t responding to the
BoJ’s largesse because the yen has gone
up by 24% since last year’s low.
When he chaired the US central bank,
the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke once
said that “the problem with quantitative
easing is that it works in practice, but
it doesn’t work in theory.” We are not
convinced by either. While the questions
of consequence and effect are clear, the
answers are not.
Now of course there are always
questions that may have no answers.
Why is there no apostrophe in James
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake? Is “wake” a
noun or a verb? We may never know
whether the book is an exhortation to the
Irish (Finnegans) to arouse themselves;
or whether Finnegan is an individual
and dead; or whether Finnegans (plural)
are dead. In late Roman Britain, a
number of distinguished chaps held the

fund managers is distortion in equity
markets. In a world starved of yield,
equities giving that are (over-)valued.
‘Value’ stocks (those cheaper than the
market) are not. In response to gnostic
pronouncements from central bankers,
rapid rotations between sectors result;
and these rotations stem from sentiment,
not (usually) from fundamentals.
In theory, and especially when they’re
not (over-) affected by central bankers,
stock markets are simple. Their singular
concerns are: earnings (e) - and how to
value them (price/earnings.) Markets
remain amoral (and, yes, are sometimes
downright immoral. Every year from
1890 – 1900, as the Belgians grew rich
some 500,000 Congolese and other
enslaved Africans died of dysentery,
malaria, smallpox, beriberi, jaundice,
starvation and exhaustion. In the same
period, common stock in La Compagnie
du Chemin de Fer du Congo rose from
320 Belgian francs/share to 2,850.)
But because central bankers are

“Once we could have made the docks,
Now it is too late to fly;
Once too often you and I
Did what we should not have done;
Round the rampant rugged rocks
Rude and ragged rascals run.”
Any research and analysis in this article has
been obtained by Artemis for its own use.
Although this article is based on sources of
information that Artemis believes to be reliable,
no guarantee is given as to its accuracy or
completeness. Any forward-looking statements
are based on Artemis’ current expectations
and projections and are subject to change
without notice. Should you be unsure about the
suitability of an investment, you should consult
a suitably qualified professional adviser.
Issued by Artemis Investment Management
LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

Ross Leckie is a partner in Artemis
Investment Management LLP.
ross.leckie@artemisfunds.com
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GOODWOOD REVIVAL
…IN A SPACESHIP!
Boisdale Life’s Editor-at-Large, Paddy Renouf set off to attend his first ever
Goodwood Revival. Slightly counter-intuitively, Paddy drove the brand new
Lamborghini Huracán there, courtesy of www.citysupercars.co.uk. The
Rolex Drivers Club was his destination for lunch, with no less than Rolex
Testimonees Sir Jackie Stewart and Tom Kristensen in attendance.
WORDS BY PADDY RENOUF
EDITOR-AT-LARGE, BOISDALE LIFE

Boisdale Editor-at-Large, Paddy Renouf inspects the £205,000 Lamborghini Huracán – keen readers will
spot another inspector (far right!) fortunately 0-62mph in 3.4 seconds ensured his clean getaway. If you
would like to experience the drive yourself, contact City Supercars: www.citysupercars.co.uk

es, the car that was delivered
to Boisdale Belgravia on that
crisp early morning was like a
spaceship. The Lamborghini Huracán
Spyder is the latest and some believe
the best supercar on the market right
now, named after a famous Spanish
fighting bull.
Unlike almost all cars these days, its
lines are angular and severe. Once
underway with my co-pilot, Boisdale
Life MD, Harry Owen – who asked
me not to utter a word for the first 30
minutes until he’d ‘mustered it’ – we
started to fully appreciate its striking
qualities and I realised that to my eye,
this car is more about ‘looking out from’
rather than ‘looking at’. The admiration
comes from driving it, rather than its
visual appeal, although glancing in the
side mirrors and catching the reflection
of the 'air intakes’ whilst screeching
down the M3 was intensely pleasing.
So too was the melodious roar of
the engine when you depressed the

accelerator, as we went through the
market town of Haselmere – actually it
was more of a fly-past, red-arrow-style
down the high street – with the thrilling
roar of the engine and pop-pops from
the exhaust ricocheting off the honeyed
stone walls.

jackets, along the A roads and B roads
to the Festival of Revival at Goodwood.
I took over from Harry outside
Guildford and having been daunted by
the array of buttons, dials and gadgets
I was immediately at home at the
wheel. It’s the ‘feel' of the beast that is
reassuring and fun. It is responsive and
as the driver, you feel in total control
at all times. It only does what you ask
it to and if you take liberties (which I
do) or make mistakes (which I do) the
computers do not allow you to carry
them through. Instead you can trust it
to correct your human errors, whilst you
admire the view. You feel secure.
Over the years (when I was in grown
up employment) I have used or had
company cars that included a Lotus
Espirit Turbo, an Audi Quattro, Aston
Martins and Bentleys. But this is different.
I realise this was my first experience of
a ‘supercar’. What, you might ask, is a
‘supercar’? Well, there are production
cars and there are very beautiful cars
and then there are ‘supercars’ – rather
like you have ‘mucking around in boats’
and then you have yachts and then
there are ‘super yachts'. It’s a parallel
existence, travelling the same road as
every other motorist, yet in another
plane; nothing on earth can prepare
you for its heart-stopping performance
and the intense, yet luxurious interior
is great fun to navigate. It has 602hp,
delivered through 4-wheel drive, via a
double-clutch gearbox – to make it one
of the fastest cars in the world around
a track; its 5.2 litre V10 engine will go
from 0-62mph in a breathtaking 3.4 sec.
We 'touched down’ after our ‘motor
flight’ through Sussex in the VIP car park
at glorious Goodwood, the magnificent
pile of our host, the Earl of March and
home to the three day festival. It took
some time to negotiate our way through
acres of pit-stops, before eventually
finding the Rolex hospitality tent. All

Glastonbury with the cast
and extras of ‘Call the Midwife’.

This car does its job. A great rally
ensued down the motorway, with a
cast of old and new Jaguars, a screech
of Porches (with wonderfully dated
colours from the seventies, suddenly
made beautiful), open top classics,
leather skullcaps, goggles and flying
52

around us a cacophony of engine noises,
as from an orchestra pit, the roars from
overhead (Lancaster bombers), the fine
tuning of magnificent 6-litre racing
engines and the constant adrenaline. It
has all the feel of a festival, a carnival
that petrol-head hedonists dream of.

The Goodwood Revival, where all 200,000 spectators, are part of the act

There is fantastic excitement in the air.
The Rolex hospitality was as elegant
and civilized as you would expect and
they served delicious food, with good
wine. It was a beautiful structure, which
had the feel of a grand country home,
complete with polished hardwood
floors, rugs, sprawling sofas, desks,
lamps and even a library – all this under
canvas. At moments it felt like you were
an extra in a war film, like the Battle
of Britain, it was not surprising to see
some black Labradors running around
the place. It was quite thrilling to be in
such close proximity to iconic Spitfire.
One was parked immediately outside
the Rolex tent. It started up during the
speeches and I admit, getting up from
the table and walking out to witness
the incredibly impressive experience of
it being fired-up and bobbing off over
the paddock onto the runway. The next
time we saw it, it was a few hundred
feet up, escorting the Lancaster bomber
overhead, granting us all a royal fly-past
that was nothing short of spectacular.
The pilot later popped in for a coffee.
The roar of the engines above us and on
the circuit, provided the soundtrack of
the day – a constant sense of drama and
action happening all around you.
Surrounding the entire festival site is
the race circuit – the Goodwood Motor
Circuit is 2.4 miles, very fast with lots
of long corners. Behind all the fun and
dressing up, there are some serious
professional drivers thrashing around in
priceless vintage cars, testing their skills
to the limit. Races of all classes and
makes are non-stop.
Called the Festival of Revival, it is
not just about nostalgia, even though
there is bucket loads of it. Apart from
the magnificent machines, there are
plenty of nurses and Second World

War outfits, doctors, postmen, village
policemen, soldiers, (and some just
straightforward nutters strutting their
stuff) vintage motorcycles and sidecars,
old ambulances, vintage ice cream vans
and ancient double Decca country buses.
The latter used to ferry trippers to and
from the railway station at Chichester
where the festival goers mingled with
locals in the pubs and cafes like extras
from a film set, grabbing the opportunity
for a quick libation between takes!
The cafes resembled barracks or field
hospitals. Based on the 1940s, 1950s
and early 60s it is a kind of surreal and
magical festival. A Glastonbury with the
cast and extras of ‘Call the Midwife’, 'Oh
what a Lovely War' and ‘Half a Sixpence’
all rolled into one, with an overriding
sense of fun and warm heartedness. It
is rare to see so many people smiling,
many reveling in the romance of being
in a magical time-capsule from a golden
era. And the beauty is that every one of
the 200,000 spectators is part of the act.
Back in the Rolex tent, over tea I was

able to meet a few of the legends who
added the F1 glamour and gravitas to the
festival, including Sir Jackie Stewart and
David Coulthard, who between giving
interviews, were generous with their
time to all of the guests. Tom Kristensen
(who holds the record for nine wins at
Le Mans) said, “Goodwood Revival is
the most acclaimed historic race meeting
in the world. It showcases pure racing in
a magical atmosphere, which is what I
love to see as a driver.”
It was only fitting, if incredibly
spoiling for us to race there in the
Huracan (I know at moments I scared the
bejesus out of Harry, despite his gracious
smiles.) It was a wonderful day out.
Perhaps the l ast word goes to Sir Jackie
who said; “Goodwood has a fantastic
product, the best collection of cars in the
world and some brilliant racing."

Paddy Renouf and Sir Jackie Stewart
inside the Rolex Drivers Club
at Goodwood
www.serendipitybyrenouf.com

The engraved Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
11 was presented to the ‘Rolex Driver of the
Meeting’. Rolex’s links to motor racing and
speed reach back to the 1930s when Sir Malcolm
Campbell broke the 300-mile per hour barrier at
the wheel of his World Land Speed Record car,
Bluebird, with a Rolex on his wrist.
The Rolex Drivers’ Club is at the heart of the
Goodwood Revival, providing the drivers and
their families with a retreat away from the track.
The theme this year was ‘Life in 66’, the year
Goodwood Motor Circuit first closed its doors to
racing. Fifty years on, the drivers and manufacturers returned to Goodwood, now considered the
spiritual home of British motor racing, with track parades, competitive racing and more broadly the
English football team’s 1966 World Cup victory, which helped to set the scene both on and off track.
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SHOOTING ETIQUETTE
As purveyors of grouse, the Boisdale team is periodically invited
shooting. We sought out Jonathan Young’s advice on what to avoid.
After all he has been Editor of The Field for the last 25 years.
WORDS BY JONATHAN YOUNG

Illustration: Oliver Preston - www.oliverpreston.com

DISCOVER THE NEW LUGGAGE
AND AUTUMN WINTER COLLECTIONS

t was easy to commit a faux pas in
the 10th century Byzantine court.
The etiquette rozzers, in the rotund
form of eunuchs, patrolled the palaces
ensuring everyone stuck to The Book
of Ceremonies compiled by Emperor
Constantine V11. Those wearing the
wrong-coloured tunic or incorrect sandals
could expect to lose imperial favour or,
worse, be despatched on diplomatic
missions to the hairy-arsed barbarians in
the west.
Shooting etiquette can be as stringent
and the consequences worse, as there’s
no greater calamity than losing a day’s
grouse shooting. Happily, sticking to a
few rules will save us from this nastiest
of fates.
Promptness is the foundation of good
manners and nowadays most shooting
invitations arrive by email, necessitating
a quick electronic reply, so that if you
can’t make it your host can ask someone
else. Once committed, only outbreaks
of foot-and-mouth or nuclear war are
acceptable excuses. Many shoots are
preceded by dinner and if you’re invited
it’s unwise to refuse and just rock up
on shoot day. I remember an eminent
friend attempting this and being told by
the hostess “if our company’s not good

enough for you then I’m afraid our birds
aren’t either”.
At this stage it’s vital to establish
the form. If it sounds as though the
bag of birds will be heavy, ask if it’s
a double-gun day, requiring a pair of
shotguns and a loader, or a single gun
day? (Most driven-grouse days will be
the former.) Can you bring your gundog
and if so, is there somewhere for it to
sleep? Generally, unless your hound is
comfortable sleeping in your car it’s best
left at home.
Most hosts will indicate dress code
for the evening, which varies from the
standard cords-and-cardigan to black tie
and “Hampshire black tie”, a combination
that, despite its name, is usually worn at
smart private grouse lodges. It consists
of smoking jacket, an ivory silk or cotton
shirt (worn tieless), drawing-room
slippers and dress trousers, though the
latter can be substituted if you’re very
chic. A friend remembers the most
elegant man he’d ever seen wearing
impeccably cut designer jeans but he was
a French aristocrat who owned the finest
wine chateaux in Christendom.
The actual shooing kit is taken as
granted: a pair of tweed breeks, long
shooting socks tethered with garters,
a tweed cap, shirt and tie, waterproof
coat, fleece or jumper, boots, and a pair

of waterproof over-trousers in case it
chucks down.
Within this there are nuances. Tweeds
should be sober unless you can shoot
brilliantly. Shooting socks embroidered
with “amusing” slogans such as “bangbang bugger” are best avoided. And if
you’re shooting grouse or other truly
wild game, ensure your shirts are green:
birds can see in the ultra-violet range and
if you wear white you might as well be
waving a flag and shouting “don’t come
near me!”
When it comes to sporting equipment,
the residual snobbery attached to type of
shotgun has practically disappeared. No
one cares if you use an over-and-under
or a side-by-side and at the grandest
grouse lodges you will find the former
outnumber the latter. Hearing-protectors
are ubiquitous and vital if you don’t want
the misery of late-life deafness. Shooting
glasses are mandatory on grouse moors
and most people carry them for all forms
of game shooting, with different lenses
for changing light conditions.
As for cartridges, choose them
carefully. The majority of shoots will not
permit those with plastic wads, as they
leave unsightly litter. It’s a major sin to
run out and so most of my friends put 100
in a cartridge bag and also pack a slab of
250 as a back-up. If you’re using anything
other than 12- or 20-bore, take even more
as you’re unlikely to be able to borrow.
No one waits on a shoot day, so
punctuality is king. If you’re travelling to
the shoot in convoy, try and get the satnav code for the final destination in case
you’re held up by the traffic.
Once there, introduce yourself to the
fellow guns, to the keeper and greet the
beaters and those working the gundogs,
the pickers-up. It’s natural good
manners and there’s nothing worse
than a shoot where those providing the
sport think those shooting are a gang of
snobbish hoorays.
At the end of the day, it’s important
to thank all those concerned before
performing the ritual of the “crinkly
handshake”, when you covertly hand
over your tip to the gamekeeper. If unsure
as to the sum, ask your host. Personally,
I always tip heavily when we’re shooting
wild game, because of the year-long work
involved in producing enough to harvest,
and when the keeper has obviously
worked hard to overcome awkward
weather conditions.
When home, I then try and thank the
host, in writing, as soon as possible.
A friend kept every letter in a filing
cabinet and those who didn’t write
were never asked again, a fate we’re all
anxious to avoid.
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CARTIER BALLON BLEU
REF: WBBB0009

TOP FIVE WOMENS WATCHES

Cartier gave the world the iconic Tank watch a century ago
and in 2007, it duly gave us the Ballon Bleu. By classic watch
standards, the Ballon Bleu is something of a newcomer,
and Cartier has done a magnificent job of making us feel
it's been around forever. Defined by its distinctive guilloche
dial and sapphire cabochon encased in a crown guard, it has
become one of the most commercially successful creations
in the Cartier stable. Offered in steel, pink, white and yellow
gold and available in various sizes from 29mm-42mm, I’ve
gone for the 36mm – arguably the most the most versatile
size for a woman’s watch – 18 carat pink gold version with
an automatic movement on a brown leather strap, which
beautifully enhances the flash of blue from the cabochon.
Cool, beautiful, elegant, and versatile, the Ballon Bleu is
here to stay.

Just in case you’re at a loss at what to do with that bonus cheque, I’ve chosen five watches for ladies
who want more quality time on their hands! Four of whose DNA can be traced back to iconic men’s
designs and one out-and-out man’s watch, that’s been given tantalizing crossover appeal.
WORDS BY MICHAEL KARAM
e watch obsessives notice other people’s wrist
wear and flying to New York recently I duly
clocked an orange bezel Omega Planet Ocean on
one of the female cabin crew. No shrinking violet, it’s a fullon 42mm dive watch that some men might even might think
twice about strapping on. But the orange bezel shouted fun,
adventure and sunny places (she told me she’d bought in in
Dubai) and she wore it with aplomb.
A watch can be a potent personality signifier. The
days when a dive watch was worn by divers and aviation
chronographs were the preserve of pilots and astronauts

have long gone. And if today’s man can channel Chuck
Yeager from behind his desk at the firm of accountants,
today’s woman can too… and more. If she wants to wear
a Rolex Submariner without going near a wetsuit, she can.
If she wants a humungous Panerai or an IWC Big Pilot, she
can and she will probably wear them with more panache
than us men because today’s premium watches are bold
and beautiful. Even the tough, men’s classics, can make
the transition to accessories and jewelry (there are gem
encrusted Rolex Daytonas and diamond inlaid Omega Speed
masters for those who fancy a bit more bling).

ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST:
REF: 178341

JLC REVERSO CLASSIC SMALL DUETTO PINK GOLD
REF: 2662430

PATEK PHILIPPE: LADIES NAUTILUS
REF: 7018/1A-010

PANERAI RADIOMIR
REF: 574

Rolex maybe an obvious choice but it’s obvious for a reason.
The designs are timeless (Rolex really doesn’t fix things that
aren’t broken) and the watches are bulletproof and eminently
recognizable. We could have suggested a man’s size or, even
bolder, gone for a sports model (a 44mm Sea Dweller anyone?)
but I’ve gone for a classic 31mm Oyster Perpetual Datejust in
Everose gold, with a diamond-inset bezel and a raised floral
dial that adds a bit of fun for those who want something a bit
off-piste. At 31mm it is also the smallest watch in our selection,
but there was a time when this was the classic women’s size
and so if Rolex are still happy with it so are we.

The Reverso is a watch with a huge heritage, allegedly first
made in the ‘30s for polo playing British officers in India who
wanted a watch that wouldn’t get hit during a quick chukka.
You’d think they’d just take off their watch before saddling up
but then again we wouldn’t have one of the world’s best-loved
watches. I’ve gone for the achingly elegant Reverso Classic
Small Duetto with the caliber 844, manual wind movement
in pink gold with hour-minute functions and a black alligator
strap. The “reverso” face has an art deco black face, topped and
tailed by a row of diamonds, presumably for formal occasions.
When the day face is worn, four diamonds discreetly peek out
of the side, which is a nice touch.

Patek is the greatest name in off the peg watches, famous for its
vintage models that make eye-watering amounts at auction as
well as its Calatrava range and triple calendars. The Nautilus
range – like the Audemars Piguet Royal Oak – is the marque’s
homage to the sea. While the classic Nautilus has a “clean”
design with a horizontal ribbed blue dial, this stunning
example has been pimped up with a blue-tinted mother-ofpearl dial with gold applied numerals. It is surrounded by a
bezel set with 50 diamonds and comes with an “exhibition”
caseback. This is high-octane luxury that has the added bonus
of being waterproof to 60 meters, handy if you accidently fall
off the yacht’s diving platform.

Lastly, a watch for the woman who wants to make a massive
statement. At Panerai size matters. The Italian marque
started out life in the 1860s and went on to produce outsize
watches for the Italian navy divers and torpedo riders (which
is admittedly pretty butch). Panerai, was championed by
Sylvester Stallone (who else?) and Richemont acquired the
company in 1997. Today, the watches, mainly the Luminor
and the Radiomir lines, are sought after and collected by
devoted “Paneristas”. The Ref 574 is a 42mm (tiny by Panerai
standards) manual wind Radiomir with an “exhibition” back
case, but it is the lime green strap, which perfectly picks out
lume plots, will make it the must have accessory watch from
Malibu to Monaco.

RRP £9,500

RRP £13,700

RRP £25,520

RRP £5,200
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WINTER SNOW
STORFJORD HOTEL - SKODJE, NORWAY
This forest retreat, handcrafted from Norwegian wood, offers guests panoramic views
of dramatic fjords and Alpine peaks in one of the world’s most beautiful landscapes.
The 23-room hotel puts a designer spin on the traditional log cabin with raw timber
and sleek grey tones with a sense of Scandi-chic. The bedrooms are the epitome
of comfort, with four poster beds and cosy fur throws draping stylish sofas, many
offering fireplaces or private balconies from which to enjoy the forest framed views
of Alpine Norway. The restaurant at Storfjord hotel is a relaxed and unpretentious
fine-dining experience, showcasing local delicacies and flavours with a four-course
feast every evening, accompanied by the hotels own brewed ale – Storfjordbrygg.
Guests looking to explore the west coast of Norway can go fishing around Ålesund or
paddle to Gloms et Cove in a Kayak. The hotel’s ethos is ‘luxury the Norwegian way’
so guests can expect an intimate and relaxed experience with warm and friendly staff
who are happy to meet guests needs anyway they can.

Small Luxury Hotels of The world have a diverse collection of over 520 independently minded hotels all over the world.
From this collection, we have highlighted eight great escapes for both winter sun and our own favourite, winter snow! To
discuss a booking call the charming SLH reservations team on 0800 0482 314 or simply visit www.slh.com

WINTER SUN
HALCYON HOUSE - CABARITA BEACH, AUSTRALIA
Halcyon House is a stylish coastal retreat just moments from Cabarita Beachin New
South Wales. The hotel which looks as if it has stepped out of an interiors magazine
is the vision of Brisbane designer, Anna Spiro. Many of the 21 individually-styled
suites offer sea views and are stylishly decorated with blue hues and nautical
touches. The saltwater pool offers a touch of the Mediterranean with candy striped
daybeds and palms fringing it. Halcyon House’s poolside restaurant, Paper Daisy,
is headed up by ex-Noma chef, Ben Devlin, an Aussie native who puts emphasis on
local produce and casual fine dining.
Rooms from 328 GBP per night
www.slh.com/halcyon

MILAIDHOO ISLAND - BAA ATOLL, MALDIVE
This tiny island in the breath taking Baa Atoll UNESCO Biosphere Reserve has been
transformed into a brand new contemporary luxury resort, opening this November,
where coconut palm thatched villas sit nestled among pristine beaches and lush
greenery. A 30 minute trip by seaplane from Male international airport, and with its
closest neighbouring island home to just 420 residents, this resort provides the perfect
secluded location for an exotic luxury break this winter. With 50 rooms ranging from
lodges to land and overwater villas, each with a private pool, guests can indulge in all
aspects of island life from rejuvenating spa treatments, yoga and meditation classes
to sensational gourmet food at one of three restaurants. The resort’s no infant and
informal dress code policy makes for a tranquil and casual stay.
Rooms from 800 GBP per night
www.slh.com/milaidhoo

Rooms from 195 GBP per night
www.slh.com/storfjord

EL LODGE - SIERRA NEVADA, SPAIN
El Lodge is a magical alpine-style retreat in the midst of Sierra Nevada’s enchanting
landscape with mountain views from every window. The hotel’s 20 rooms are kitted
out with vintage ski posters, antler chandeliers and snug fur throws by interior designer
Andrew Martin. El Lodge is a haven for skiers, offering everything from private lessons
to a boot warming service and pret-a-porter equipment hire. Guests can enjoy après ski
on The Terrace with ski in, ski out access, or warm up in the spa’s heated pools, sauna
and steam rooms. 45 pistes and six off-piste ski runs surround the hotel and Chairlift
Parador is just 50km from the front door. Head just 30 minutes out of the resort and
explore the stunning city of Granada with the Alhambra and local flamenco bars.
Rooms from 270 GBP per night
www.slh.com/ellodge

DAS POSTHOTEL - TYROL, AUSTRIA
Das PostHotel is a classic alpine lodge with an eco-conscious design, deeply rooted in
mountain traditions. The hotel oozes with character with its contemporary furniture
and colourful fabrics and is rich in raw pine, oak and native spruce. Sustainability
is at the heart of the resort which shows in the many design features like the solarheated pool as well as in the kitchen with the organic menus at HeLeni restaurant.
Das PostHotel is situated in the Zillertal ski area of Austria, boasting optimally
groomed pistes, super modern lift facilities and guaranteed snow – you can even ski
all year round on the snow-sure slopes of the Hintertux Glacier.
Rooms from 175 GBP per night
www.slh.com/posthotel

OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT HOTEL - GALLE, SRI LANKA
One of Sri Lanka’s newest boutique hotels, having opened in January 2016, the Owl
and the Pussycat Hotel is a luxurious coastal retreat with a laid back feel. Situated
close to the historic Galle Fort and Buddhist temples, the hotel provides access to an
unparalleled authentic Sri Lankan experience. The property was designed by New
York architect Udar Dhar. The hotel’s furniture, colourful textiles and artwork are
hand-made by 20 artists from all over the world, including local craftsmen. Together
with its jazz band and selection of musicians playing at the weekend, and its local
learning programme and philanthropic heart, this new hotspot is inspired by local
influences, whilst still promising sophistication and style.
Rooms from 147 GBP per night
www.slh.com/owl

HOTEL PASHMINA LE REFUGE - VAL THORENS, FRANCE
Opening just last season, Hotel Pashmina Le Refuge is the newest five-star hotel in
Europe’s highest ski resort, Val Thorens. Guests have access to the entire Val Thorens
domain and the rest of the Three Valleys beyond. A cosy home-from-home, the hotel is
the ideal mountain hideaway combining the traditional and the modern. All rooms have
views over the surrounding valley and peaks and are very spacious, perfect for families
and groups. For a night to remember, book the rooftop igloo which lets you sleep under
the stars. Gastronomy is at the heart of the hotel, with two restaurants overseen by
award-winning French chef Romauld Fassenet. End the day at the Pashmina Spa by
L’Occitane which overlooks the mountain, for the ultimate in relaxation.
Rooms from 148 GBP per night
www.slh.com/pashmina
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Interest in what is known as ‘hickory golf’ – golf played with pre 1935 wooden shafted, iron headed
golf clubs – is burgeoning in the UK and USA. Enthusiasts are shunning the large headed golf clubs
that can launch your ball into space and instead go back in time to the ‘golden era’ of golf. Michael
Atkinson, co-founder of weekly golf newsletter ‘The Golf Prospect’, explores the rising interest in
hickory golf, with a visit to the World Hickory Open.
WORDS BY MICHAEL ATKINSON

Professional golfer, Miguel Angel Jiménez tries his hand at Hickory Golf

olf was mentioned for the first
time in Scotland, the ‘Home of
Golf’, in 1457. At that stage, the
game was played with curved wooden
clubs and spherical wooden balls, before
the equipment for the sport evolved into
iron-headed clubs and leather balls.
Fast forward to today and golfers use
rubber balls and titanium, graphite or
steel clubs – with these materials and
associated technology, professional
golfers can regularly strike a drive over
300 yards.
For some, hickory golf is ‘retro
cool’. For others, it is an anti-modern
movement, a protest against the
development of equipment which now
leaves legendary golf courses to be
torn up with a drive and a wedge iron.
Some believe modern day equipment
has removed some of the finesse and
skill that was required in days gone by
and believe that hickory golf is how
true golf should be played. The world’s
most famous links golf courses were
clearly not designed with the modern

golf club in mind and a growing number
of passionate golfers see hickory golf as
the way to experience these celebrated
courses in their original form.
Then there are those for whom a
hickory game is simply a celebration of
golf’s heritage. Many are just intrigued
to play, inspired by the quirkiness of
it all and fascinated by the chance to
test their swing with a club that won’t
be as forgiving as their latest modern
acquisition. With hickory clubs, it is a
greater test of skill and ingenuity on the
course when drives don't carry as far,
different hazards come into play and
there’s no in-built technology to take the
edge off your miss-hit shot.
Participation in hickory golf has risen
to such an extent that there are now
numerous hickory societies around the
world and a host of hickory tournaments
are staged annually, especially in the
USA, UK and Switzerland. Often,
playing hickory golf develops following
time spent collecting hickory clubs in
which there is also a large market and

much interest.
Over a jovial lunch at Boisdale
Belgravia, I met David Kirkwood, the
2015 Scottish Hickory Open Champion
and former European Captain of the
Hickory Grail (a bi-annual hickory
equivalent of the Ryder Cup between
Europe and the USA) and Lionel
Freedman, the Chairman of the World
Hickory Open.
David is also the proprietor of
Alexander Kirkwood & Son, founded
in 1826, in Edinburgh. It is a specialist
medalist, silversmith and engraver to
some of the world's most recognized
and celebrated golf clubs. Through this
professional work and his personal
passion for the history and heritage
of golf, David has become a respected
collector and valuer of golfing trophies,
medals, artwork and hickory clubs.
David started playing hickory in the
early 1990s after joining the British
Golf Collector's Society and collecting
hickory clubs. I asked him what
appealed to him about playing hickory
golf. “There is a terrific amount of
pleasure in hitting a shot off the middle
of the club because hickory clubs are
very unforgiving, unless hit perfectly the
ball will not behave.”
There is now a strong market in the
buying and selling of hickory clubs
and some can exchange hands for
quite extraordinary amounts of money.
Finding an old set of hickories in the
attic, however, doesn’t necessarily
represent a golfing gold mine. Hickory
shafted clubs are not particularly rare
as such, as the game of golf exploded in
popularity in the early 1900s and many
clubs were therefore manufactured to
satisfy the interest in the game.
David explains, “You can buy hickory
clubs at auction for as little as five, to
seven pounds a club.” However, “good
hickory drivers and brassies (lofted
wooden clubs fitted with a brass sole
plate) that people want to play with
will be fifty, sixty or seventy pounds a
club, almost getting up to today’s steel

Ours is a vision
of 100 years.
S

EE WHAT WE ARE UP TO IN YEAR 33. Sure, we can speak proudly about our
Vintner’s Reserve Chardonnay, which our father hand-sold in 1983, but it’s our

new Jackson Estate collection that has us abuzz. California has some of the world’s
best wine regions, and this collection gives us the opportunity to showcase these
appellations through our family-owned vineyards up and down the California coast.
Showcasing the best of an appellation isn’t easy, but we’re up for the challenge. Great
wine requires patience, attention to detail and an unwavering commitment to quality.
Taste for yourself.

Katie, Julia and Christopher Jackson

Introducing Jackson Estate – A tribute to our family’s estate vineyards. kj.com/jacksonestate
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ANYONE FOR A ROUND OF GOLF
…PRE-1935?
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club prices.” As with most antiques, it
is the manufacturer, age, rarity and the
condition that drives the price, “it’s just
like buying an old Rolls Royce.”
Rare golf clubs and high quality
examples made by the likes of the
St Andrews golf club manufacturer,
Hugh Philip, can reach over 4 figures
and more. “I've seen a Philip going for
£22,000” commented David. Indeed, at
one famous Scottish golf club, David
recently valued several clubs from the
late 17th century, estimating one at a
value of £75,000 due to its “extreme,
extreme rarity. Maker not known, it
was probably made by a blacksmith,
almost from a time before we really
knew about golf.”
The highest amount a club has ever
fetched is almost one million pounds.
“The royal club (believed to belong
to King James VI of Scotland) sold for
nearly a million. It was the headline of
the day. Nobody had seen anything like
it before.” Discovered in the north of
Scotland, it was bought by a collector in
the US.
“Generally speaking manufacturers
from the east coast of Scotland, from
Montrose, St Andrews and Leven, have
produced what have become the rarest
and most expensive clubs. We’ve already
mentioned Philip, but manufacturers
like the Parks of Musselburgh, the early
McEwan clubs with the thistle stamp
on them are up there, commanding
a fortune. There are very few about,
stamped with this particular thistle
mark which were made by the very first
McEwan. These are from the 1820s and
easily fetch five figure sums.”
Hickory golf exposure was further

BOISDALELIFE.COM

enhanced in September of this year at the
Omega European Masters. Miguel Angel
Jimenez, Lee Westwood and Masters
Champion Danny Willett played two
holes of the Golf Club Crans-sur-Sierre
with hickory clubs and donned golf
attire reminiscent of the 1930s. Playing
alongside Jimenez, Westwood and
Willett was Paolo Quirici, the Champion
of the 2013 World Hickory Open, now a
firmly established hickory event.
Another winner of the annual World
Hickory Open is former Open and
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around 34 people played, I had to give
out sets of hickory clubs to each of the
competitors and only one of them was a
non UK player.”
Celebrating its tenth anniversary
in 2015 on the world famous
Carnoustie Championship links, an
Open Championship venue, a total of
115 players competed representing
18 different countries. Entries were
received this year from players across
Asia, Europe, Scandinavia, the UK and
the USA.

There’s no in-built technology
to take the edge off your miss-hit shot.

Masters Champion, Sandy Lyle, who first
claimed the title in 2014 when, in his
own words, he was “a relative hickory
novice.” Having now been playing with
hickories for several years, in October of
this year, he returned to play again in the
World Hickory Open and reclaimed his
title, posting a score of two under across
thirty six holes, ten shots clear of the
nearest competitor.
Lionel Freedman established the
event in 2004 and can be credited
with much of the recent resurrection
of hickory golf and driving a renewed
participation in the game. Indeed,
participation in the World Hickory Open
over the years is a good demonstration
of the growing popularity of hickory
golf. “When I held that first tournament,

Clubs were manufactured before 1935 and do not carry numbers, but rather illustrious names such as Brassie,
Spoon, Mashie or Niblick
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Lionel started the event to promote
hickory golf to a wider audience.
“If you wanted to play hickory golf
competitively in the UK ten years or
so ago, the only way you could do it
was to join the British Golf Collectors
Society. I thought it would be nice to
have an Open where anybody could
play and get involved.” The event has
now become a must-attend for anyone
interested in hickory golf. “It’s also
now more than just a golf tournament,
there’s a great social feel to the event
which people enjoy.”
Hickory tournament golf isn’t
without its controversies. With the rise
in participation has come a handful
of manufacturers making modern,
‘authentic hickories’. Sandy Lyle won
this year’s event using 'new hickories' as
opposed to pre 1935 hickories, but not
everyone believes that these should be
permitted in tournaments, suggesting
they provide an unfair advantage.
I asked Lionel his view on this,
“I don’t want to put anybody off
participating in hickory golf. These
new clubs are crafted in the same way
as they were a hundred years ago. The
difference is not so much in the irons,
but in the woods. I think the best
way is to create a Hickory Champion
with modern hickories and a Hickory
Champion with pre 1935 clubs.”
No doubt the debate will continue on
this subject as the popularity of hickory
golf continues. David and Lionel’s
enthusiasm for hickory golf and its
enjoyment is infectious. Maybe time for
me to dust off the plus fours and hunt
for a set of hickories in the local antique
store? Mind you, I’ll hunt for the ones at
a fiver, rather than the five figures.
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CHERNOBYL
ENTERING THE DEAD ZONE
The Gancia Company was founded in 1850
in Canelli, Piedmont (Italy) by Carlo Gancia,
the founder of Sparkling Wine in Italy.

On the 26 April 1986, the No.4 light water, graphite-moderated reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant, near Pripyat, exploded. A subsequent open-air graphite fire, burned for nine days,
releasing plumes of radioactive isotopes into the atmosphere, spreading over much of the western
USSR and Europe. 30 years on, Chernobyl is now open to tourists. We asked intrepid journalist, Rob
Crossan to go in search of his own father's involvement in the aftermath of the catastrophic accident.
WORDS BY ROB CROSSAN

Pinot di Pinot
75cl

Created using a selection of the finest pinot
grapes; grigio, bianco and nero. Pinot di Pinot
is a dry sparkling wine with fresh, crisp taste.

Grigorii Khmel, the driver of one of the fire engines recalled the event; “Misha filled a cistern and we aimed the water at the top. Then those boys who went up to
the roof – Vashchik, Kolya and Volodya Pravik, they went up the ladder... and I never saw them again.”

GANCIA
SPRITZ

Gancia Americano topped
with Pinot Di Pinot Brut

DRINKAWARE.CO.UK for the facts

he catfish are at least two metres
long. Gliding through the River
Pripyat on an afternoon where
the sun bakes the footpaths and glitters
like silver on the waters’ surface,
the landscape is, so I’m told, almost
impossibly rich with fauna.
Elk, wild bear, moose and bald
eagles live near this deserted river,
alongside dozens of dogs, all friendly
and utterly unafraid of humans. This is
their territory now, their main fear being
wolves which number in the hundreds
according to scientists studying the area.
Humans haven’t lived in these parts
for over three decades. The world’s
worst nuclear accident saw to that.
Walking away from the river bank, my
guide takes me to a brutal reminder of
man’s legacy in the now abandoned
exclusion zone of Chernobyl.
Nothing has happened here since

April 1986. And nothing ever will.
Because we all know what happened at
reactor number four on that date. This is
what remains of Chernobyl; a radioactive
ghost town that now, incredibly, is open

half completed. But, by the looks of
things, there’s more chance of Donald
Trump’s face being added to Mount
Rushmore than any work resuming in
this gargantuan rusting hulk.

A traditional mini-break,
Chernobyl is most certainly not.

for overnight stays for tourists.
Chernobyl is the location of what
is almost certainly the world’s most
delayed building site. A new nuclear
reactor, which should have been
completed back in the mid-1980s, lies

I walk around the unfinished base of
the cooling tower for nuclear reactors
number five and six, brothers to the
notorious reactor number four which
exploded 30 years ago. Looking every
inch like a location from a dystopian sci-
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There are around 600 residents of the exclusion zone, who illegally moved back into their old homes after
the accident. The government turned a blind eye to them and they grow their own crops on the highly
contaminated land, as well as making a very potent and possibly radioactive home brewed vodka!

fi fantasy film, monstrous sized pieces of
decaying industrial equipment litter the
floor. The cracked concrete walls echo
with my footsteps across the parched,
baked earth.
My reasons for coming here are
neither particularly ghoulish nor
masochistic. Because back in 1986,
when I was a mere six years old,
Chernobyl impacted on my childhood,
spent just outside Liverpool.
My Dad had a job which made him
something approaching a real life
Homer Simpson. A nuclear power
station safety inspector with a bald
patch and a penchant for doughnuts,
his capacity for dealing with meltdowns
was, thankfully, a little better than his
animated yellow counterpart.
Called away to West Berlin to help
NATO and the Soviet regime deal with
the aftermath of the explosion at reactor
number four - my Dad disappeared for
several weeks - not knowing when on
earth he would be able to return to the UK.
Bound by the Official Secrets Act, my
father still won’t tell me exactly what he
got up to in West Germany three decades
ago. But I had a general sense that he
was doing something both important
and frightening. Knowing this since that
age onwards, has always given an extra
frisson to the shudder that goes through
everybody’s minds when the three
syllables of that Soviet town, now part
of the Ukraine, are mentioned.
A traditional mini-break, Chernobyl
is most certainly not. A UK based tour
operator based in Wigan, Lancashire
has started offering overnight trips to
the evacuation zone this year (Lupine

Travel). Their website suggests that they
know what they’re doing when it comes
to unconventional holiday destinations:
their roster also includes the ‘tempting’
offer of breaks in Liberia, North Korea
and Somaliland.
“Actually you would be exposed to
more radiation by taking the plane here
from London than you’d get in most
of the evacuation zone these days.” So
says Sergei, the tour leader for the rather
motley group of eight solo travellers
from America, Britain and Sweden,
who board the mini bus in Kiev’s
Independence Square for the two hour
drive north into the ‘dead zone’ on the
tip of the border with Belarus.
Measured in Sieverts, the radiation
levels in central Kiev and the first
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checkpoint, manned by bored looking
Ukrainian soldiers in full fatigues, were
exactly the same on Sergei’s pocket sized
monitor. So, I ask him as we proceed
along cracked roads lined with thick
poplar, maple and birch forest: why on
earth is this place still off limits, if it’s
basically safe these days?
“It’s all about the ‘hot spots’”, he replies.
“The evacuation zone is nearly 3,000
square kilometres with dozens of villages
and one very large town (Pripyat). In most
of it these days the radiation levels are no
higher than anywhere else in Ukraine.
But there are small areas of dangerous
radiation, such as right by reactor number
four for example and also in an area we
call the Red Forest which the authorities
never decontaminated. The levels there
can be four hundred times normal
levels. So these small areas mean it’s not
possible to repopulate the whole zone.
Plus, restoring the towns and villages
after 30 years of neglect would cost more
money than Ukraine has.”
Sergei’s words are backed up by his
radiation monitor. We wander around
Pripyat, a town of 42,000 people where
construction was only finished in 1970.
Built to house workers at the reactor and
their families, the town has now been
deserted for double the amount of time
that is was ever inhabited.
Rushed out of their homes in the
days following the disaster, when
radiation levels were 15,000 times over
the safe limits. Today the buildings are
littered with eerie reminders of a living,
breathing, working hub, now condemned
to be overrun by nature and the elements.
A veritable forest now stands on what
was once the football pitch of FC Stroitel
Pripyat, the town’s football team. Yet the
rotting wooden benches of the concrete
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Gas masks litter the floor of Prypyat Middle School. To experience the same trip contact Lupine Travel who offer overnight stays in Chernobyl, plus two nights in
the 4 star Hotel Ukraine in Kiev. From £409pp based on two sharing - lupinetravel.co.uk - 01942 704525

main stand are still easily visible. Sitting
here I can see, poking out from the
tops of the trees, the Ferris wheel of an
abandoned funfair, which only opened
two weeks before the disaster.
Sixteen
storey
tower
blocks,
community centres, swimming pools,
supermarkets, cafes, a hospital and a
high school; all are now eerily silent,
covered with broken glass and strangely
intact ephemera; a child’s shoe here;

of humanity needs to learn from.”
Although Pripyat, located only 3km
away from the reactor, may never be
inhabited again, the same cannot be said
for the much smaller town of Chernobyl
itself, located on the outer edge of the
exclusion zone.
Here, some 7,000 workers continue
to work and live in what remains of the
town in 15 day shifts. Most are here to
work on the decommissioning of the

Radiation levels won’t return to safe levels
for another 255,000 years.

The rusty skeletons of baby cribs remain in the hospital's abandoned maternity ward
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a supermarket trolley there; a library
with Soviet era books and newspapers
scattered across the floor.
“I think it’s hugely important that
visitors come here,” says Ian, an
employee of Lupine Travel.
“I think you can’t help but feel
respectful and a little sad when you see
this abandoned town. This was one of the
most colossal events of the 20th century
and the effects are going to be felt for
thousands of years to come. I don’t believe
it’s macabre to be here - it’s a lesson that all

reactors, a job that will take another 35
years to complete.
Incredibly, after the accident of
1986, the other reactors at Chernobyl
continued to operate and it was only
in 2000 that the last one shut down for
good. Plans to build reactors five and six
were put on hold, meaning that we’re
able to walk around the half-completed
cooling towers of reactors five and six,
now never to be completed.
Radiation levels won’t return to safe
levels for permanent human habitation

for another 255,000 years. Although,
ironically, there is another element to
Chernobyl which resulted in a thaw,
rather than an increase in toxicity.
“You have to remember that it was
the international efforts to organise the
aftermath of the accident that really led
to some of the first signs of glasnost and
perestroika,” says Graham, an academic
in politics at a college in Chicago who
is one of the fellow tour guests on this
most unusual of mini-breaks.
“It was one of the first times ever
that the Soviet Union collaborated with
the West in a situation - I think it’s
fairly certain that this had an effect on
Gorbachev and his policies after 1986.”
There are hopes that in around
25 years time the outer limits of the
exclusion zone may be safe enough to
allow human habitation again. But for
now, this area remains a painful and
eerie visual reminder of the devastating
effects of human folly on the planet.
Lying in my basic, but surprisingly
comfortable hotel room at night;
the walls and curtains a pleasingly
retro mixture of brown and yellow
colours, I hear the howl of wolves
as they dart through the open doors
of the surrounding empty buildings.
Chernobyl may have removed human
life from this area. But, for the animals
of the evacuation zone at least, life has
never been so good.
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STARTERS’ ORDERS
RACING ROYALTY
In racing circles The Honourable Harry Herbert is an almost regal figure.
He is the son of the Queen’s former racing manager, his late father, Lord
Carnarvon and brother in law to the current holder of that distinguished
post, John Warren. He also represents the Qatari Royal House of Tahni’s
Sheikh Joaan, currently striving to usurp the Maktoum ruling family of
Dubai as the Middle East’s thoroughbred powerhouse. If the Boisdale lucky
beaver-hair fedora, didn’t fit so well we’d be sizing Herbert up for a crown
and granting him permanent rights to the prime booth table in Boisdale of
Belgravia – where he could enjoy his favoured lunch, the grouse!
WORDS BY COLIN CAMERON

Harry Herbert outside Boisdale of Belgravia, wearing Boisdale's lucky beaver-hair racing fedora, courtesy
of master hatters, Bates of Jermyn Street - www.binksatbates.com

ased on pedigree and connections,
success for Herbert at the track
would seem a certainty. Indeed,
Highclere Thoroughbreds, a syndicate
ownership group – in which up to 20
owners can take a share in a horse – that
he founded two decades ago, can boast
Classic winners and a host of champions.
The Royal Ascot Racing Club, also
Herbert’s baby, won the Epsom Derby
with Motivator in 2005. At the same time,
his new Middle Eastern patrons, guided

by Herbert, have enjoyed success at the
likes of Royal Ascot and other prestigious
turf occasions. Herbert presides over the
annual Cartier Racing Awards – racing’s
version of the Oscars – often involved
him announcing the season’s champions’
(for example, Harbinger, the best of 2010,
not only in Britain but rated number one
in the world) and notably, being from his
own stable.
Yet, Herbert’s success is not a story
of privilege, even if home for him
68

growing up was Highclere Castle, also
known these days as Downton Abbey.
Herbert hasn’t simply prevailed over the
unwashed, hoi polloi, offering a lesson in
how to consolidate inbred advantage, in
fact quite the opposite. In unearthing the
next racetrack gem, Herbert (along with
Warren) grafts away viewing literally
thousands of horses a year. The search is
for something athletic that, in Herbert’s
words has, “everything in the right place
and the look of eagles”. He adds, “this is
precisely what should feature in a horse
that you might just be poised to saddle
with a bet.”
Herbert pushes back in his Boisdale of
Belgravia chair. “In buying horses, every
autumn we look at hundreds a day,” he
reflects. “The search is for something
that has the balance and panther-like
walk that the best horses, who compete
at our big festival meetings have. In the
paddock before a race, you are looking
for the same signs; a cat-like readiness for
what is ahead.”
Herbert smiles: “One to beat the
bookmakers? Look, you want a horse
that is walking around the paddock with
purpose and is alert, breaking out into a
half jog then settling back into a slower
pace, without being at all stressed or
prone to sweating.”
He adds that when the horse goes
down to the start for the race you want
more of the same. It stands to reason, he
suggests, that the horse which canters
smoothly to post, with real purpose, will
travel similarly well on the way back to
the winning post.
Herbert was largely blind to the thrill
of racing during his formative years,
despite being immersed in the game from
birth through his family’s Highclere stud,
adjacent to the castle, and father’s key
role as advisor to the queen.
Disillusioned with a life behind a
City desk “licking stamps” during the
day, he took a job working in Lexington,
Kentucky for a new company in
America that was creating an auction
market for stallion shares. One where
bidders would have the chance to buy
the “services” of retired champion colts
at stud. Talent spotting in America
(Herbert’s family has deep roots in
Wyoming, on his mother’s side) was the
eye opener that he needed to see racing
in an altogether more positive light. For
the first Matchmaker sale, to ensure the
likes of Nelson Bunker-Hunt and racing’s
other big wigs of the day all showed up,
Herbert’s brief was to find the “12 best
looking girls in the state, to bring in the
high rollers’.”
Herbert’s next move, on returning
home, was to move into the syndicate

Harry Herbert’s and Colin’s Grouse lunch leaving the pass in Boisdale of Belgravia – Roast Highland
grouse, game chips & grouse toast, redcurrant jelly, bread sauce, game crumbs, watercress and gravy,
£24.50 - www.boisdale.co.uk

business of buying a horse for likeminded
individuals to co-own. The roots of his
success at Highclere are also in America
where, after Matchmaker, he worked
for R. Dee Hubbard owner of Laurel
Park racecourse in Washington DC and
Hollywood Park in California. Having
witnessed the lengths Hubbard would
go to make the owners feel central to
proceedings; Herbert ensures today that
Highclere syndicate investors (who have
paid from about £6,000 to £47,000 to own
part of up to two horse) are treated in the

following the stable’s runners you can
understand better and better what he or
she is saying about a horse’s chances, and
calibrate any enthusiasm, accordingly.
Then you’ll know from what a trainer
says whether a runner is really fancied
or not.”
“Combine what trainers’ say, with what
your own eyes tell you,” urges Herbert.
“Is a horse fit to win,” he asks? “Look at
the muscle tone, first up. Then consider
whether the horse is, as professionals like
to say, ‘straight’. By that, I mean the line

A horse should radiate the sort of well-being
you might see in a bouncy Labrador

Herbert concedes that studying form,
and discussing this with friends before
making your selection is all part of the
fun. “All that research beforehand is
vital,” he accepts. “But if you go racing
and use your eyes you give yourself a
big advantage. Take a horse’s coat. It is
no different to our skin in that it gives an
insight into wellbeing. Even in winter,
when horses can have their coats trace
clipped (a trim half way up the sides)
you can still look for a sheen rather than a
dryness. Leaving everything else aside for
the moment, if a horse radiates the sort
of well being you might see in a bouncy
Labrador with a gleaming coat, then that
is a big plus.”
Until the new flat season next year,
Herbert has a brace for ‘Under the
Boisdale Hat’ – horses for which the
best is yet ahead. “Precision is a colt by
Galileo and, like Harbinger, was unraced
as a two-year-old this year. Sir Michael
Stoute trains him; he has that balance that
all great colts need. Commodity is also in
training with Sir Michael. He has had a
few issues this year but, after three runs,
is now terrifically well handicapped for
next season. When he is at his best he’ll
have a great chance.”
Herbert pauses, “Keep a look out
for Raucous too,” he advises. “He is in
training with William Haggas. A sprinter
for next year, who was third in a Group 3
race at Ascot in October. He is improving
with each run. We expect much of him
in 2017.”
When any of this trio that Herbert
identifies for 2017 are according to
the trainer “straight”, after a winter
full of positives such as growth and
strengthening, go directly to the
racecourse bookies. Then, once you have
checked the coat, bet your shirt.
HARRY HERBERT – HORSES TO WATCH
Precision, 2-year-old colt (Galileo out of
Pearl Earrine [by Kaldounevees])
Trained by Sir Michael Stoute

“without whom” category of the racing
spectacle – which of course they are as
without owners, we’d struggle to have
any racing at all.
Highclere owners are kept very well
informed about their investment, as well
as receiving some insight into the stables
of other trainers with Highclere horses,
that now number around 50 in Britain,
Ireland, France, the US and Australia. “In
general, whether a punter or an owner –
listening to the best trainers is key. None
of them are perfect and all make mistakes.
But the best, know their horses. If you
spend time getting to know a trainer and

from the shoulder to the wither, which
should be at a 45-degree angle. With
lightly raced or unraced horses, with
absolutely no form, apart from pedigree
you have only what you see on which
to base your betting. Any sense you can
form about a horse’s well-being could be
the difference in making the right choice.
Bear in mind, pedigree and any form is
available to anyone who reads the Racing
Post or has bought the racecard. Go
racing; what you can see there with your
own eyes is always an edge in every race.
Even today’s high definition television
doesn’t compare with being there.”

Owned by Highclere
Bred by Haras du Quesnay
Commodity, 3-year-old colt (Dutch Art out
of Royale Danehill [by Danehill])
Trained by Sir Michael Stoute
Owned by Highclere
Bred by Stowell Park Stud
Raucous, 3-year-old colt (Dream Ahead out
of Shyrl [by Acclamation])
Trained by William Haggas
Owned by Highclere
Bred by Saleh Al Homaizi & Imad Al Sagar
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SMOKIN’ HOT!
WORDS BY NICK HAMMOND
CELEBRATED BON VIVEUR AND SPECTATOR CIGAR WRITER OF THE YEAR 2013
The 100 point scoring system explained:
10 points for appearance
15 points for construction
10 points for combustion
60 points for flavour and finish
5 points for value for money

oisdale’s resident cigar man runs the
rules over some of his best recent
Cuban and New World smokes…
H Upmann Magnum 56
Edicion Limitada 2015

TOTAL PTS

91

NB - 5 7/8ins x 56 Ring Gauge

RRP around £35
Part of Habanos SA’s annual release of
cigars made with specially-aged leaves. I got
around to smoking the 2015 Upmann Mag
56 on a warm Autumn afternoon beside the
Grand Union Canal. It paired well with the
hoppy ale I was quenching my thirst with,
and while one may wince at the cost of the
stick, the pain is somewhat alleviated by its
allure once alight. Rich and serene without
resorting to raw power, it’s a refined and
sensual stick.

Drew Estate Undercrown
Shade Robusto

TOTAL PTS

Davidoff Art
Limited Edition 2016

89

Romeo & Julieta Capuletos,
Edicion Limitada 2016

TOTAL PTS

91

NB - 6ins x 53 Ring Gauge

RRP around £17
No apologies for a resurfacing of this New
World cigar. I’ve tested and retested it in
the past months and it’s as fine a mild,
sweet smoke as you’re likely to find. If
you’re a fan of such things, it’s also a
recommendation for a breakfast cigar. No
hard edges here; just smooth corners and
velvet finishes.

TOTAL PTS

93

RRP around £40
Oh boy. This is a humdinger. A wonderful,
silk-stocking smooth wrapper cloaks a
delicate blend of Dominican tobaccos
artfully rolled into a sublime perfecto. It
doesn’t get much better than this medium
to full-bodied, hour-plus smoke. Honeyed
spice and an ethereal finish – a must-try
Limited Edition of just 7,000 boxes – the lid
of each is a unique piece of art from FrenchJamaican artist Olivia McGilchrist which
can be removed from the box and hung on
the wall. Voila!

NB - 5 ins x 55 Ring Gauge

Joya de Nicaragua
Cuatro Cinco Toro

TOTAL PTS

NB - 5 15/16 x 54 Ring Gauge

RRP around £27
My distaste for heavy ring gauge cigars isn’t
going to dissipate anytime soon, but if they
keep making them as good as this, it’s not
a bad problem to have. I may long for a
lovingly-made new lancero creation; but the
fat Capuletos I got my hands on in Germany
of all places was a delight to smoke.
Untypically Romeo, it’s not backward in
coming forward, if you see what I mean.
Defiantly full-bodied and with a deepening
shift in flavours giving you a ‘full meal
experience’ all in one large stick.

88

Montecristo Petit No.2

TOTAL PTS

90

NB - 6 ¼ins x 50 Ring Gauge

4 ¾ ins x 52 Ring Gauge

RRP around £18
I set this dark and full-bodied cigar a rather
unfair challenge; make itself memorable,
whilst I attempted to catch sleek brown
trout on the River Test. It spattered with
rain, the wind squalled and I caught just
a pretty little grayling inbetween – but
this beautiful cigar was never far from
my mind, so compelling were its flavours.
I will revisit it under more equitable
conditions, but suffice to say it’s well
worth taking a look at. Deep and leathery,
with plumes of white smoke. Perfect for
seeing off riverside mosquitoes.

RRP around £18
The baby brother of the behemoth Monte
2 (doesn’t seem so big these days, does
it?) wasn’t high on my list of priorities.
I remember smoking it upon first release
in a café in Vienna and being distinctly
unimpressed with how strong and harsh it
was. Well, either it’s time, blending, or my
palate having worked a little magic; for
this cigar was a great riposte to a hearty
lunch. Thick, wood-laden smoke, strength
in moderation and a nice amping up of
flavours at the death had me looking at
this stick in a different way. I’ll try more.
70
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FOOD AND DRINK

THE EMPEROR’S NEW DISHES
Charles has written about food and restaurants in the London Evening Standard
for over a decade. He has also written widely for other newspapers and magazines
including The Independent, The Times, BBC Good Food Magazine, Delicious
and Bon Appetit in America. He has appeared on each series of Masterchef, each
series of Celebrity Masterchef, plus Professional Masterchef. He lives just outside
Worcester with his wife, three ducks, two cats, and a dog.
WORDS BY CHARLES CAMPION

In 2014 Chris Large, Head Chef of the Chelsea branch of Honky Tonk, created a £1,100 “Glam-Burger”. The
burger was made from Kobe beef mixed with New Zealand venison. Seasoned with smoked Himalayan salt
and served with Canadian lobster, poached in Iranian saffron. All topped with Beluga caviar, a mango and
champagne jus, grated white truffle and edible gold leaf.

here are times when you look
across the living room and long
to throw something hard and
bruising at the television squatting in
the corner. This year the prize for most
jaw-droppingly banal show must go to
Channel Four for a two-parter called
“The World’s Most Expensive Foods”.
This excruciating creation plumbed new
depths, as it flirted with the idea that
there was a link between how expensive
a food was and how good it was to eat.
The first super luxury product the
programme featured was Kopi Luwak.

eats the coffee cherries but cannot digest
the bean at the centre. Those beans carry
on through the animal’s digestive system
before emerging in a clump. The story
is that these coffee beans are improved
by their journey and make a cup of
coffee that has a unique aroma. Civet
cat bottoms perhaps? Demand for this
coffee is such that hundreds of civet cats
now find themselves in small cages like
battery hens, where they live on a diet
of coffee cherries and have their ordure
sifted. The programme showed very rich
people slurping coffee that allegedly

Editors love any submission that starts with the
magic words “The World’s Most Expensive…”
About a decade ago, when this coffee
was first marketed in the UK, it enjoyed a
short publicity spike because of its bizarre
production method. The Asian palm
civet (Paradoxurus Hermaphroditus)
is widespread in Indonesia and is very
partial to ripe, wild coffee. The civet cat

cost £300 a cup. It’s hard to believe that
very rich people are that stupid.
Editors, particularly those hammering
out a story from a minimum amount
of information, love any submission
that starts with the magic words “The
World’s Most Expensive…” Think
72

back to all those broadsheet truffle and
caviar stories. Truffles have always been
luxurious – they do have a haunting
and delightful aroma and their price
is supported by a shortage. Put simply
they are hard to find. Elderly Italians, or
Frenchmen with trained dogs and secret
truffle grounds make a living shrouded
in secrecy but recently truffle farmers
have had some success and it looks like
we might see the price of truffles start to
come down. This would be no bad thing
as white Alba truffles can fetch £2,000 a
kilo. The caviar dealers are also in a fix.
The sturgeon is a slow growing fish and
in the past turbulent times, most of the
fish in the Caspian Sea have been caught
and eaten - not as caviar but rather as
fish. This has led to a frantic search for
an efficient way to farm sturgeon and
there is now a caviar farm on Exmoor –
brace yourself – for a price tag of around
£500 for a 250 gram tin of fish eggs.
It seems that if you put a high enough
price on something there will be someone
out there who will be prepared to pay
top dollar (or in this case top pound) to
buy into a spurious foodie back story.
Forget time share salesmen; forget the
legendary snake oil salesmen of the old
West; a decent patter can sell pretty much
anything. There is an apocryphal tale
about a leading champagne house whose
salesmen went out with an interesting
sales pitch. The salesman started by asking
their customers if their shampers was the
most expensive fizz on the wine list. If
the answer was “yes”, all was well, if not
the salesman would ask that the price be
raised until their bottle topped the list.
Should the restaurant or club demur it
got de-listed. Sadly, this is an indication
of how many customers sit down and call
for “Your most expensive champagne”.
Buying the best, buying the freshest,
buying local, buying something special…
are all strategies that have merit but
simply buying what is most expensive
leaves the customer a sitting target.
A couple of years ago I tried the most
expensive cheese in the world. This little
number is a Serbian donkey milk cheese
called Pule which at the time cost £750 a
kilo. It may have been a Balkan delight,
but it was very, very, nasty. It was sour but
not in a good way, semi hard and rubbery.
Smelling of rank contagion, tasting even
worse. There have been sightings of a
Swedish moose cheese that costs even
more but I am confident that however
bad it tastes it won’t be worse than Pule.
As for those programme makers from
Channel Four, the people who think you
can judge food by how much it costs, they
should be locked in the Green Room with
nothing but a plate of Pule sandwiches.

Un trio d’exception

With small production, longer ageing and a constant focus on quality,
Champagne Deutz is the Grande Marque Champagne with boutique philosophies.
Explore the complete Deutz range at Fortnum & Mason, Picadilly, London.
Please enjoy Deutz responsibly.
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NIPPY & PINCHY
Dominic is a journalist and author whose books include biographies of Roman Abramovich, the owner of Chelsea FC,
and the late billionaire financier Jimmy Goldsmith. He doesn’t cook much at home because his wife Romina is a chef,
who has worked at three two-star Michelin restaurants and it’s not really worth trying to compete. On the plus side, she
does consider his roast potatoes the finest she has ever eaten.
WORDS BY DOMINIC MIDGLEY
n these days post
the
MasterChef
revolution,
when
even the most gormless
twentysomething
male
appears to be able to stuff
a poussin with rosemary
and potato, the time when
you could fob off dinner
party guests with ovenready concoctions from
the superior supermarket
chains are long gone. When
one host of my acquaintance
tried to dignify his use of
Chicken Kiev from Marks
and Spencer by quipping,
“Lady Sieff’s in the kitchen
tonight”, everyone was too
appalled by his chutzpah
to laugh.
Once embarked on the
path of gastronomic selfimprovement, however, you
enter a world of spiraling
culinary one-upmanship.
In the frivolous circles in
which I move it would
once have been considered
perfectly acceptable to offer
a main course of fettucine
with broccoli and gorgonzola. Now
nothing but sea bream baked in sea salt
will do.
And then there are the sensitivities
of the guests to consider. Even if you do
manage to assemble a party of six who
are all meat-eaters that’s not the end of
the problem. As Churchill might have
put it, it’s not the end, not even the
beginning of the end, merely the end of
the beginning. I vividly recall offending
one particular guest who came round
when I was going through my Italian
period soon after returning from a stint in
Rome some years ago. I then considered
Saltimbocca Alla Romana – veal fried
in Marsala topped with ham and sage
– the height of sophistication. But I had
reckoned without the emerging concerns
over the plight of veal calves. Foie gras is
also probably not worth bothering with
as it leads to the inevitable debate over
the ethics of massaging the necks of

Dominic Midgley outside Boisdale of Belgravia
with Nippy & Pinchy

geese to force down yet more corn in a
bid to create the perfect liver.
And so when I decided to experiment
by cooking lobster from live, mindful
of the political incorrectness of the

The first signs that I was
entering hostile territory came
when I called a branch of
Waitrose to ask if they sold live
lobsters. The reaction of the
young woman at the other end
varied from cold to glacial and
I put down the phone having
been made to feel like an axe
murderer. After a number of
other fruitless calls, I eventually
found a posh fishmonger in
South Kensington, La Maree,
who sold me four 1.5lb
specimens whose antennae
waved reassuringly.
The next step was to come
up with a recipe. Lobster
Thermidor was the most
obvious option. Unfortunately
the version I found on the
internet outlined a laborious
six-phase
process
and
conceded that making lobster
Thermidor – named after the
eleventh month of the French
Revolutionary calendar – “is so
time-consuming, complex and
expensive that few restaurants
serve it today”.
So I called my friend James,
the Robert Carrier of SW11. He duly
produced a recipe for curried lobster
with lime and cucumber from Rick Stein.
But James being James, the conversation
moved on to cooking methods. He
reckoned there were three basic options:
first put the lobster in the freezer for a
couple for hours to kill it and then boil;
put it in a pot of cold water which is then

Was it my imagination or was he behaving like a
desperate man, approaching the scaffold?

exercise, I decided to invite only family
members who could be relied upon not
to go ballistic as the wriggling shellfish
was plunged into a pot of boiling water.
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brought to the boil (the idea being that
it goes to sleep at some point and dies
painlessly); or the nuclear option. He
favoured method two.

Fortunately, my brother David arrived
shortly afterwards, helpfully armed with
an article culled from the website of the
Shellfish Network – the League Against
Cruel Sports of the crustacean world. As
well as outlining the Network’s campaign
to ban the “cruel” practice of boiling
lobsters alive and its plan to boycott
restaurants that did so, it gave a useful
guide to the shortcomings of the various
cooking methods. The key fact to bear
in mind when cooking lobster is that its
flesh begins to toughen from the moment
of death. The accepted wisdom is that a
lobster thrust into “ferociously boiling”
water will die within 15 seconds. That’s
what makes it such an attractive cooking
method. The only alternative that comes
close is to plunge a knife between the
eyes but this requires such skill that in
inexperienced hands the lobster is likely
to die of lengthy asphyxiation. And the
need to cook soon after or at the point of
death rules out the freezing and gentle
heating methods. So the nuclear option
it would have to be.
By this time, however, the rest of
my guests had arrived and the more
sentimental members of the party had
already affectionately christened two of
the lobsters Nippy and Pinchy. (Pinchy
being the name Homer Simpson gave to
the lobster he – initially – couldn’t bring
himself to cook.) At this point I had to
admonish the backsliders by telling
them the story of the food writer who,
when he discovered that his children
were becoming attached to two young
pigs he was fattening up in the back
yard, insisted they were named Lunch
and Dinner.
And so the moment of truth arrived.
As a metropolitan sap, who has never
even stood next to anyone shooting
a deer or pheasant, let alone done it
myself, I was beginning to feel slightly
nervous. Everyone seemed to be
convinced that the moment the lobster
hit the water it would begin to emit a
fearsome screaming. By now an expert,
I knew this to be an oldwives’ tale; that
the noise would be due to air escaping
under pressure from the carcass but that
didn’t help much.
As I held Pinchy over the steaming
cauldron was it my imagination or
was he behaving like a desperate man
approaching the scaffold, his claws – still
tied tightly shut – waving more agitatedly
than before? I steeled myself and plunged
him into the “ferociously boiling” water.
All signs of life departed within seconds.
There was no unearthly squeal and a
perceptible feeling of relief spread among
everyone gathered around the hob.
Oh and Pinchy was delicious.

LOBSTER THERMIDOR
WINTER OFFER £29.50
AVAILABLE AT ALL
BOISDALE RESTAURANTS
LOBSTER THERMIDOR RECIPE
BY BOISDALE EXECUTIVE HEAD CHEF ANDY ROSE

INGREDIENTS
Serves four as a first course
or two as a main course:
2 x 750g live lobster
75g onion (diced)
20g celery (1x rib diced)
50ml white vermouth
(Nolly Pratt would be perfect)
60g butter
60g flour
250ml fish stock
250ml milk
Salt, white pepper,
nutmeg, cayenne
pepper to taste
90ml double cream
1 yolk egg
½ tsp Dijon mustard
2 tsp finely chopped
mixed herbs (flat-leaf parsley,
tarragon and chives)

Freeze the lobster for two hours before you want to cook it.
Bring a big pot of water to the boil and salt it well. Add the
lobster and bring back to the boil. Cook for 15 minutes. Remove
the lobster and leave to cool.
Put the lobster on a board, belly-side down, and cut in half along
its length, first through the middle of the head. Turn the lobster
and continue through its tail. Lay out the halves and remove the
white meat from the body and the intestinal tract from the tail
meat. Break off the claws, crack the shells with a heavy knife
and remove the meat without breaking it up too much. Remove
the greenish liver (the tomalley) and any red roe from the head
section and set aside. Discard the stomach sac. Clean the empty
shells well. Cut the meat into chunks. Return this and any roe
back into the shells and place on a baking-sheet.
Melt the butter, add the shallots and cook until soft but not
coloured. Add the flour and stir in well. Pour on the fish stock,
milk & Vermouth and half the cream. Bring to the boil, lower
the heat and simmer until the sauce thickens and is reduced
by three-quarters. Remove from heat and leave to cool for 10
minutes. Whisk in the remaining cream, egg yolk, mustard,
lemon juice & herbs.
Heat your grill to high. Spoon the sauce neatly over the lobster
meat in the shells then sprinkle the surface evenly with the
parmesan. Grill for two to three minutes, or until the mixture is
hot, golden and bubbling. Serve immediately.

1 tsp lemon juice
15g (½oz) finely
grated parmesan
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THE AMBASSADOR
WORDS BY LIAM COTTER
SCHWEPPES MIXOLOGIST

ELIZABETH STREET SW1
Bespoke fine jewellery

www.devroomen.co.uk
59 Elizabeth Street, London, SW1W 9PP

+44 (0) 20 7730 1901

here is home and work?
Home is Brighton, also
known as Little London by
the sea, but I live in London now and
once you get used to the pace of the city
it’s hard to go back, other than to see
friends and family. Work used to be in
the cocktail hub of Shoreditch, but my
role now as a mixology consultant for
Schweppes means I’m constantly moving
and never in one place for too long.
Where did your passion for mixology
come from?
During my second year of studying
graphic design I was simultaneously
running a bar. Something had to give and
it was the social aspect, enjoying a drink
or two and the instantaneous creativity
that hooked me in. It got me up on my
feet and away from a computer. If anyone
tells you they got into bartending for any
other reason, they’re probably lying.
Where are your favourite places to eat

and drink?
I like small gratifying places to eat
and drink, the kind of secret or low key
spots that don’t make the headlines.
My favourite pub in Brighton was a 15
seated brew house with their own ales.
An old lady played piano on Thursdays
and they had plaques above the bar
that read things like “please don’t drop
cigarette butts on the floor as they burn
the hands and knees of customers as
they leave.”
What’s your favourite gin based
cocktail?
I’ve always loved floral and complex
gin combinations. '20th century cocktail'
is an old classic that combines a floral
fortified wine with dry cacao and
lemon juice in equal measures, it’s a bit
disarming but interesting. Otherwise a
well-balanced Martinez is enjoyable. That
said, it’s hard to beat a classic Schweppes
regular tonic, gin and lime!

What brands do you admire?
Brands
that
stick
to
values
of craftsmanship and creative direction.
I’ve been a long admirer of Schweppes
so when they asked me to be a mixology
consultant it felt like a great fit. I admire
their longstanding heritage and genuine
product quality. So many new brands
come and go but they’ve been around for
hundreds of years and still manage to be
innovative and creative.
What’s the biggest perk of the job?
Freedom and the constant element
of surprise. We meet people from
every walk of life and if you can take
something positive from the everyday
then you’re doing something right. I
also love innovating, experimenting
and genuinely being creative, which is
why I love working with Schweppes.
Their Mix Your Way campaign
encourages me to think out of the box,
and subvert the norm.
How can people ensure they are
ordering the best possible gin and tonic?
Three simple things - plenty of ice,
perfect proportions, and Schweppes
tonic of course! It’s really important that
to choose quality spirits and keep all
elements chilled, especially your mixer.
Schweppes tonic should be perfectly
chilled - bubbles like to be kept that way
so they keep their fizz.
Where in London do you think you
can find the best gin and tonic?
There’s so many places in London
to get a quality gin and tonic, so you’re
spoiled for choice really. Try The
American Bar at The Savoy, which is
actually voted second best bar in the
world! It’s pricey but worth it for a
treat. My order? A Beefeater 24 gin and
Schweppes tonic then I’ll ask them to get
creative with the garnish depending on
my mood.
SCHWEPPES AT BOISDALE
Liam Cotter is a mixology consultant for
Schweppes and has been helping customers
create their own perfect serve, as part of
Schweppes Mix Your Way campaign. Mix
Your Way, allows customers to create their
perfect gin and tonic with Schweppes mixers
and a range of garnishes. With the help of our
expert mixologists, this experience is available
exclusively in Boisdale Canary Wharf.
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MODERN MANNERS
WORDS BY WILLIAM SITWELL
EDITOR, WAITROSE FOOD MAGAZINE

"A SLICE OF BREAD THE SIZE OF
YOUR HAND IS NOT THE SIZE OF
YOUR MOUTH. IF IN DOUBT, TRY
EATING YOUR HAND."
- JEREMIAH TOWER -

Jeremiah Tower’s book, Table Manners: How to Behave in the Modern World and Why Bother, has been
described as “The last line of defence against social barbarity and self-referential boorishness.”

had the great privilege, at this
year’s Blenheim Literary festival, of
interviewing on stage a man called
Jeremiah Tower.
‘Jezza’, as I now call him, having
bonded beautifully as the conversation
progressed, is a legend of the US food
scene. Specifically he was the co-owner
and first chef of Chez Panisse, the Berkeley
restaurant in California that Alice Waters
opened in 1972 and is widely regarded

Bourdain called Jeremiah Tower: The
Last Magnificent.
The film revealed that Tower had
moved to Mexico. And that, having spent
a life cooking and entertaining everyone
from politicos to celebrities and quite
a lot of normal people, now had a new
obsession: manners.
So there on stage, off the elegant
stable blocks at Blenheim, the great chef
himself and I sat, with me clutching

Always brush your teeth, no matter how
drunk you are before going to bed.

as having shaped progressive US cuisine.
Jez (which is what I call him on
the text) later opened a number of
famous restaurants across America and
around the world. He then, according
to fellow US chef Antony Bourdain,
who rather hero-worships him (as I
now also do of J), ‘disappeared’. Indeed
that he vanished from the scene is the
subject of a documentary produced by

his latest tome: not a book on classic
American cuisine or some pot-boiler
entitled the 100 Dishes of Jeremiah
Tower, but a little volume called; Table
Manners: How to Behave in The Modern
World and Why Bother.
Having retreated to Mexico, Tower
was resurfacing not to teach people
how to cook, but how to behave. From
conversation to clothes, to belching and
78

William Sitwell is a writer, presenter,
Masterchef judge and editor of Waitrose
Food Magazine. His first book, “A
History of Food in 100 Recipes” was
published by Harper Collins in 2012.
@WilliamSitwell

If you encounter people, who
may be younger than you,
whose use of digital technology
irritates the most monstrous
flying fuck out of you then
write and securely lodge a note
somewhere that says this: ‘Your
constant checking of your phone,
of up-dating Instagram with stupid
pictures of boiled eggs or your
flat stomach, of scrambling for
the device each time it quivers, of
panicking if it’s out of your sight
for more than eight seconds, of
being unable to read anything
that’s more than 200 words, of
sharing your pathetic liberal views
with your naïve and drippy friends
and getting a thrill each time
such pointlessness is ‘liked’, of
presenting an entirely false image
of your happy, svelte, and doublechinless face, of being unable to
describe something you’ve seen
or experienced without showing
an actual picture, of being unable
to eat, drink or actually exist
without a device at your side will
turn you into an idiot. So do all the
above at your peril and don’t say I
didn’t warn you. Oh, and I’m sorry
that I beat you up and left you in
a coma when you refused to stop
looking at your phone while at
the table, but, hey, there it is.

Boisdalespotting

TABLE MANNERS

how to hold a fork, it’s all there. Get the
book and shove it into the Christmas
stocking of your nearest stroppy teenager.
Or simply read the following, here is
my unique guide to ‘Modern Manners’.
Flowers: Never remark on the fact that
someone has fake flowers. Fake flowers
are sustainable, do not make use of scarce
water resources, forever brighten up your
kitchen table and the ones I bought at
the Dunelm furniture store look bloody
marvellous, I reckon.
Bins: Do not under any circumstance
let the subject of bins be conversed at the
dining table. Here’s an example of what
I mean: ‘Oh really? Yes well we put our
paper and card and cans into a blue bin,
which gets collected every fortnight,
then non recyclable stuff goes in a black
one, then there’s a grey one for noncompostable food waste like lamb bones
and a separate bucket for the compost
heap.’ See? Evil shit like that can ruin
a good evening. A nagging wife might
then ask not: ‘Did you put the bins out
darling?’ but ‘Did you put the right bins
out darling?’ Matrimonial hell will break
out with rows in all cars as couples drive
home. Don’t go there.
Picnics: Don’t go on a picnic. Not ever.
Nespresso capsules: Don’t ever try to
pretend that you can taste the slightest
bit of difference between Bukeela Lungo,
Rosabaya, Indriya or any other capsule,
be it gold, shimmering dark green or
deep blue. They are all exactly the same
and to suggest otherwise is tiresome and
deeply offensive.
Balsamic
vinegar
and
Simon
Hopkinson: Simon Hopkinson is one of
this country’s greatest cooks and the most
lovely, talented and creative man you
could hope to meet. But he doesn’t like
balsamic vinegar for all sorts of reasons.
So don’t ever bring it up in conversation
with him, or you’ll ruin everything.
Cinema: Don’t go to the cinema and
don’t hope to enjoy a transatlantic flight
because of the on-board movies. Virtually
all modern movies are shit, whereas all
the creative brilliance is happening on
Netflix and on box-sets. Do not attempt
to argue the contrary; it’s very wrong and
very rude.
Dijon Mustard: It’s ok to put Dijon on
everything except breakfast cereals.
Heating: It’s very common not to put
the heating on until you can see your

breath inside the house.
Wine Glasses: In a good restaurant
where the establishment prides itself on
its wines it is perfectly reasonable, in fact
I rather insist on this, that you can like
a wine but send back the glass. Ask for
Riedel or even better Zalto. And while
you’re at it, send back plates you don’t
like the shape of, or any naff-looking
knives or forks.
Bed-making
and
teeth-brushing:
Always brush your teeth, no matter how
drunk you are before going to bed, always
make your bed no matter how hungover
you are in the morning and always go to
bed no matter how tiresome it feels to
have to heave yourself off the sofa and
climb the stairs.
Famous people: Whenever you meet
someone famous never let on that you
know who they are. For the very famous
this is a wonderful tonic and a relief from
constantly being spotted. For the not-sofamous this serves them right for thinking
they are famous.
Front doors: If you are expected –
for dinner, for example – never ring
someone’s bell or use their door knocker.
Doing so identifies you as a tradesman
and can confuse a busy host, who should
not be expecting deliveries at that hour.
Talking about Lidl or Aldi at a dinner
party: You might think it’s fascinating
to explain how you found a rather good
white Burgundy at Lidl but it makes
others who only shop at Waitrose feel
very uncomfortable. It is ok, however, to
mention the frightfully good frozen clams
you can get at Iceland which really do
make for the most marvellous and instant
spaghetti alle vongole.

Choose life. Not your mobile.

By William Sitwell.
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EDIBLE PURITANISM
If you go back to the roots of America, there was an anti-epicurean tradition – specifically, people wanted to
overcome that which went on in France. Tom Parker Bowles asks if we have returned to that age, all the while
remembering Oscar Wilde’s remark, “Everything in moderation, including moderation.”
WORDS BY TOM PARKER BOWLES
JOURNALIST AND BROADCASTER

Illustration: Neil Kerber - www.neilkerber.com

Clean eating!" spluttered my
father, his hand clasped firmly
round a glass of wine. "What the
hell’s that? Breakfast after a bath?" Well
quite. For a generation that grew up in the
shadow of rationing, he has little time for
such vacuous, self-indulgent tripe. And
nor should anybody else. Because this
heinous new trend, increasingly popular
among the young, impressionable and
easily duped, is one where sugar is
poison, meat, murder, dairy deranged,
carbohydrate toxic and gluten the very
devil incarnate. It’s not only purselipped, sanctimonious and joyless, but
downright dangerous too.
The world of faddy eating has long
been populated by crackpots, zealots
and floggers of snake oil. Extra virgin,
of course. And the majority of these
so-called ‘diets’ have all the scientific

depth of a puddle. On the Sun. From
blood type to baby food, cabbage
soup to cayenne pepper, tapeworm to
toothless (ok, so I made that last one up,
but would a diet that removed all your
teeth, so you could only eat mush, really

fine by me. Hell, even I occasionally
subscribe to the 5/2. Where for two days
of the week, I consume a maximum of
600 calories. Not because I particularly
believe any claims about fasting, fat
burning and the rest. Rather because a

The philosophy of clean eating
is fundamentally unhealthy.

astound you?), we’re suckers for that
magic pill. Something that will make us
slim, lithe and healthy. Without having
to eat less or sweat more. And that’s
80

regular break from boozing and stuffing
my fat gob is no bad thing.
Clean eating, though, is a whole lot
more worrying. Because rather than

being the usual passing fancy – a story in
search of a headline, a silly if ephemerally
enticing prospect to banish that belly
– this new wave of edible Puritanism
is far more insidious. Not just with all
those endless white-teethed lectures and
fresh-faced exhortations about avoiding
dairy, or gluten. Or sticking to raw food.
Or trying to make something edible out
of kale. But in the deep and erroneous
belief that clean is the only way. And that
anything that isn’t clean is, by its very
definition, dirty. And very, very, wrong.
Mental health experts are warning that
growing numbers of teenagers are taking
clean eating to perilous extremes, too often
resulting in a psychological condition
known as ‘orthorexia nervosa, a ‘fixation
with righteous eating.’ Doctors, who work
with very real, and often fatal, diseases
such as anorexia and bulimia, have
been reporting surges in such diagnoses.
Food becomes synonymous with fear,
disgust, self-hatred and despair. That
is, if you stray from the well kept clean
eating path. It’s little more than culinary
fascism, chewable self-flagellation, a
sorry cultish exhortation – ‘Drink deep,
my dear, from the cup of Kool-Aid (sugar
free and flavoured with birch) and all
your worries, fears and insecurities will
melt away.’ The philosophy of clean
eating is fundamentally unhealthy.
Yet to blame those taut-abbed,
fresh-faced
fundamentalists
who
pound the pulpit with such thrusting,
pulchritudinous allure is to miss the point.
I’ve met a number of them, and they’re
neither swivel-eyed loons, nor deviants,
cult leaders nor mass murderers. In fact,
they’re rather nice, smiley people who
happen to believe that their way brings
health and happiness to all who follow.
And that’s fine. Ish. If it works for them,
with their super foods and kombucha,
spiralisers and ‘guilt-free’ muffins (urgh!),
who am I to argue. I can always ignore
them. And do. But it’s when people take
this clean eating as gospel (rather than
mere faddish dietary tittle tattle, to be
picked up and discarded like a copy of
Metro), that the real problems start.
There will always be people plugging
miracle cures. It’s up to us to take them
with a pinch of Maldon. And make it clear
to the young that these outlandish claims,
of curing cancer, or lifting depression or
any other totally unsubstantiated medical
claim, are simply not true.
Now we all know that a sensible
balanced diet, with lots of fruit and
vegetables (plus claret, cheddar, chips,
good chipolatas, bone marrow, potted
shrimp, well marbled beef, treacle sponge,
butter, dripping, lard, steak and kidney
pudding, Malteasers, crisp streaky bacon,

carnitas tacos, pie and the occasional
puff of Havana), is an eminently sensible
thing. Hell, as I get older, I rather embrace
the idea of Meat Free Monday, and
find beauty in brassicas, love in lentils
and passion in pulses. In the eternal
sensible words of Michael Pollen, in The
Omnivore’s Dilemma, "Eat food. Not too

would think any other way. As for those
with genuinely awful diseases, coeliac,
Crohn’s, Type 1 diabetes and food
allergies (be they fish, peanut or anything
else) – eating fraught with pain and peril,
every dinner out potentially deadly – I
simply doff my cap. Life must be very
tough indeed.

Rather like British prep school,
much does indeed depend on dinner.

much. Mostly plants." That, and good
meat, meat raised by farmers who care
about the welfare of their beasts, which
in turn means flesh with flavour worth
singing about. I’m no finger-wagging
hippy, but I would rather spend more on
properly produced meat, and eat it less,
than suffer the bland iniquitous of factory
farmed tucker. Here endeth the lesson.
So why is this ghastly clean eating
suddenly so popular? Since when did
food suddenly stop being about pleasure,
and turn into this, barely digestible guilt?
It’s a product of our self (and selfie)obsessed age, a symptom of a wider
malaise. If they say it on the Internet,
it must be true. But food is the great
uniter of men. We may be celibate, or tax
dodging, or agnostic. We may not even be
interested in what’s for lunch. Or support
Trump. But it’s our one shared human
experience. Because good food is about
so much more than base sustenance. It’s a
prism through which we can see history
and society, culture and economics,
the ever-burning hearth of health and
happiness. The shared table is an icon
of civilisation, a paean to the eternal
joys of breaking bread. Good food brings
people together. God, even bad food does
the same, albeit in a very different way.
It’s about pleasure, relish and delight.
Soother of souls, fluffer of taste buds,
deliverer of succour, solidarity and good
cheer. Dystopian visions of the future
invariably involve food reduced to the
taking of a pill, and hell is a place where
the food is plentiful, but invariably awful.
Rather like British prep school. Much
does indeed depend on dinner.
Now there are plenty of people who
choose not to eat meat. Or eggs. Or
cheese, fish and fruit gums. For reasons
moral, religious or otherwise. And I have
nothing but respect for their views. I may
not agree with all of them, but neither do
most of them agree with me. It’s only the
insufferably pompous and idiotic who

But all those self-righteous fools, the
preening popinjays and terminally dumb,
who claim they’re glutose intolerant
because they once read that it made them
fat – a pox on your house. You’re an insult
to the truly afflicted, an ill-informed sot,
a softhead, a muggins, a goof. We should
no more live on over-processed fast food,
than we should subsist on chia seeds,
rice cakes and hemp. When it comes to
eating, balance, pragmatism and common
sense are key. Along with a little of what
you fancy. Or in my case, rather a lot. So
enough is enough – take up your rib eyes,
your legs of lamb, your sourdough loaves
and your pats of butter. Arm yourself
with salami, bottles of burgundy, fistfuls
of pasta, and sacks of potatoes. Gird your
loins with cream, lard and dripping.
And fight, for our right, to eat well and
wisely. Not ‘clean’ or ‘dirty’, no good or
bad. Nothing to hate, fear or abuse. Rather
worship, venerate and adore.

Tom Parker Bowles is a Restaurant
Critic for the Mail on Sunday, as well
as Food Editor of Esquire. He is also a
food writer, broadcaster and author of
5 books on food. The latest, Let’s Eat
Meat, was published last year.
@tomparkerbowles
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MISS WHISKY
WORDS BY ALWYNNE GWILT

ESSENTIAL WINTER WHISKY
inter is undoubtedly a time
of year when whisky takes an
even greater place on centre
stage. The crisp air, the wood smoke
coming from stoking the fireplaces, the
darker nights – it all makes me want
to curl up under a soft wool blanket
(purchased from Scotland, naturally)
and have a large dram. Outside of this
regular enjoyment of whisky, is a rather
indulgent drink that I only partake in
around this time of year. Specifically, the
time we are approaching – as the store
shelves stocked with decorations seem to
indicate – Christmas.
The indulgent thing I refer to? Sipping
on a Bailey’s and coffee. In my normal
day to day life as a Whisky Specialist, I
wouldn’t count this as a go-to drink in any
capacity. It’s sweet, whereas I prefer dryer,
more savoury tastes. It’s not particularly
refined, unlike my many favoured
whisky malts or blends. It’s certainly not
going to be found in any trendy bars. But
for as long as I can remember a coffee
and Bailey’s, accompanied by Christmas,
have always gone hand-in-hand. Even
if it wasn’t mine, it would have been a
sip of it from my mother’s drink when I
was young, so began my adoration of this

Rare Cask Reserves Ghosted Reserve 21: A beautiful
marriage of just three whiskies all from closed
whisky distilleries. This whisky was named Best
Blend in the recent Scottish Field Awards 2016,
and the rare gems found in it include Ladyburn,
Dumbarton and Inverleven. Sweet, heady, fruity
and waxy, it’s a whisky to turn heads and hearts.

Wild Turkey Rare Breed: Embrace your inner
Hunter S Thompson (to a small degree, we don’t
want to call the cops on you!) and indulge your
thoughts with the writer’s favourite whiskey. Rich,
punchy and full of swagger, this bourbon is a
classic for a good reason.

combination of flavours.
The only time in recent memory when
I’ve missed out on this tradition, was
when I found myself on a boat in Halong
Bay, Vietnam last Christmas. It was rather
disappointing, not only because I missed
my Christmas bevvie, but also because
the crew were convinced it was actually
called ‘Chrismats’ and that the only way
to celebrate was with 18 hours of the
same Christmas CD played on repeat. I
nearly jumped overboard.
This year, I intend to be in Sri
Lanka, but having learnt my lesson, I’m
planning to take some miniatures to see
me through. So, what’s this all about? It’s
really, in truth, about tradition. It is the
tradition, almost certainly more than the
taste that I love. The feeling that another
year is coming to a close and this is one
way to mark it.
One industry that has bags and bags of
tradition is of course whisky. Whether it’s
the Irish whiskey that goes into making
Bailey’s, or the Scotch that goes in your
tumbler, the spirit is high on tradition.
Now, this is of course changing and I’d
be a hypocrite to suggest that I am not
a vocal commentator on the fact that
whisky should embrace new ways of
thinking. I love the ever-growing use of it
in cocktails or food pairings, for instance.
Similarly more and more whisky

producing nations are on the scene, all
beginning to claim their own stake in this
fair industry and find a slice of tradition
for themselves.
If you had a chance to catch the threepart documentary series on the BBC
called ‘Scotch: The Story of Whisky’
you’ll know what I mean. It’s something
explored in depth in the show, and I
encourage you to pour yourself a double
and watch it on catch up while you can.
Regardless of the changes, you can’t take
away hundreds of years of history that
the Scottish and Irish (especially) have
in this space. So as the nights draw in
closer, as the mist descends on the fields,
as the chimney smoke permeates the air
– I encourage you all to take a moment to
think about your own drinking traditions.
Whether you celebrate Christmas or
not, what better way to do so than with
a large dram in hand – it can only help
the in-depth examination, surely. Me?
You’ll find me with a Bailey’s and coffee,
wishing everyone a Merry ‘Chrismats’
and if you don’t want to indulge in quite
the same way, I’ve made a list of my top
drams to see you through!

Redbreast 12 Cask Strength: No bit of deep
contemplation would be complete without the
mention of at least one Irish whiskey, seeing as
the country’s poets and writers frequently felt
it was a true friend to their process. This single
pot still whiskey – a style only made in Ireland
– is moreish, rich from sherry cask maturation,
bursting with spice, raisins and intensity. If you
can’t get the cask strength, stick to the regular 12
year old as both are winners.

